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FORECAST
Okanagan, Lillooct and Thomp­
son regions: Cloudy with occasion­
al sunny periods today and Sun­
day. A few showers In the west­
ern sections and scattered snow 
flurries in the ea st., Continuing 
mild. Winds southerly 20 fa the 
Okanagan but otherwise Ught.
The
H IG H  A N D  LO W
Predicted high and low tem­
peratures Sunday at Kelowna, 
Penticton and Lytton 33 and 42. 
Temperatures recorded Friday at 
Kelowna, 39 and 30.
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Helicopter Flyer And 
Two Jet Pilots Killed
— AnOTTAWA, <CP) 
ienced helicopter flyer and two 
former RCAF jet pilots died 
when a flaming transport depart­
ment helicopter crashed in a 
farm field Friday about 12 miles 
weit of Ottawa.
The victims were transport de­
partment helicopter pilot Glen 
Potter, 29, of Ottawa district and 
ex-jet pilqts Roy Lake, 28, of Ot­
tawa and Pat Griffin, 30, of Tor­
onto.
Potter is survived, by his wife 
and a six-weeks old baby. Lake 
also was married. Griffin, here 
visiting relatives, was single.
The three-passenger Bell 47-J 
helicopter burst into flames and 
crashed in the snow-covered farm 
field of R. Howard Davidson ad­
jacent to the sprawling .fan- 
naught Rifle Ranges, site of th 3
exper- aerunl Dominion of Canada liiRe 
Association shoot.
NEAR BROTHER’S HOME 
, The cr-'sh scene was only 500 
yards-, from the home of Grif­
fin’s M o th e r  Jack.





By THE CANADIAN* PRESS
Western Canada warmed to un- 
geasonally mild weather today 
while Easterners pulled on th£ir 
mufflers and gloves as a bitter 
cold spell continued.
■"The dividing line was over 
Winnipeg,” a-Toronto weather of­
ficial said. “ It was 46 degrees 
early today in Vancouver and 
highs of 35 were recorded in Ed­
monton.”
Ontario, 'Quebec and the Mari- 
times Friday had the chilliest 
night of the season. Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan were milder than 
usual.
“Warm air is moving in from 
the Pacific,’’ the weathermaD 
said. “ It may extend over the 
Eastern provinces but it is more 
likely to cool before it reaches 
there.”
Temperatures are expected to 
moderate during the weekend 
over most of Ontario, Quebec and 
the Maritimes.
The chilliest spot in Ontario 
Friday night was Graham, north­
west of Port Arthur on the shore 
of Lake Superior where it was 
25 degrees below zero.
Fire Forces 300 
To Flee In Below 
Ze ro  Weather
NEW YORK <AP) — A five- 
alarm fire forced more than 300 
men, women and children to flee 
today from a Brooklyn apartment 
house.
Shivering in 13-degree temper 
atures and a 30-mlle-an-hour wind 
they were given refuge in the­
atres. ..
The fire broke opt at about 2 
a.m. and was not declared under 
control until 8:30 a.m.
Seven stores in the, building 
were damaged. Police said they 
believe the fire started on the 
premises of a plastics firm.
Shortly after the fire was de­
clared tinder control, a wall of 
the building collapsed, forcing 
firemen to scurry for safety.
Both’ the craft and its pilot 
were veterans of northern trans­
port and reconnaissance flights. 
Potter had served as helicopter 
pilot aboard the department’s 
Arctic supply ships D’Iberville 
and C. D. Howe.
Thgir flight Friday was a rout­
ine one to keep both machine and 
pilot in trim for future oo -ra 
tions.
A transoort department spot os 
m a n  said off riels were u p j o I c 
to explain the presence of the tv/o 
former RCAF jtt  pilots aboard 
the helicopter.
MOTOR CUT OUT 
Willis Arcand of Kemptville 
Ont., who was V isitin g  relatives 
on a nearby lorm, said he heard 
the helicopter, motor cut out. 
Dense smoke poured from the 
rear of the machine as it dropped 
low over the farm field. There 
was a loud bang and the machine 
crashed in the snow.
The men’s bodies, burned al­
most beyond recognition, were 
thrown c l e a r .  The ’copter’s 
blades were on the ground 25 




By ALBERT DENEGR1E 
Daily Courier Staff Writer 
The rocket age has caught on in Kelowna.
Not to be outdone by other cities and areas all over the 
continent, Kelowna has at least two groups of young men who 
are preparing to probe the stratosphere with homemade rockets.
At one time, in the early planning, the two groups were 
staging a race somewhat similar to the satellite contest between 
Russia and the United States, vying with each other to sec who 
would get their rockets off the ground first.
But at the present time, even by the admission of one of 
the groups—it is no race. One group of boys is fairly well on the 
way to producing a three-stage rocket, and already has tested a 




Lives In Attic 
For Four Months
WEYBURN, Sask. (CP)-Thc 
story of a young male patient 
who escaped from the Saskatch­
ewan Mental Hospital and lived 
undetected in the attic of a 
nearby building for four months 
was revealed here Friday.
From Aug. 21 to Dec. 21 the 
man, described as a “hermit- 
type” patient, lived in a dark 
garret above the h o s p i t a l  
laundry. Food pilfered from the 
lunch boxes of workers kept him 
alive.
Hospital. Superintendent Dr. 
Humphrey Osmond said the man, 
who must remain unidentified, 
suffered no ill effects. He had 
lost little weight and was gener­
ally in good physical condition. 
He is back in his regular ward 
and progressing well.
STRANGE HAPPENINGS 
After-Aug* 28,- when the patient^ 
was reported missing to police, 
strange things began happening 
in the laundry building. Articles 
began disappearing without rea­
son. Workers on the evening shift 
reported that well - filled lunch 
boxes were found empty. Early 
in December the telephone in the 
laundry went' out of order and 
repair men found the lines in the 
attic had been broken.
When the telephone wires were 
broken a second time, investiga­




MISSION CITY (CP)—A peti­
tion asking the provincial govern­
ment to build a toll bridge over 
the Fraser River at Mission City 
Is being circulated here.
A copy of the petition was pre­
sented to the board of commis­
sioners by Commissioner Stew­
art Mclvor. Severnl members of 
the board signed it.
C A N A D A 'S  H IG H  
.  .  .  A N D  LO W
Prince Rupert 
yorth Bay
LEAD IN  K E LO W N A 'S  O W N  ROCKET P R O G R A M
Clean-cut, scientific - minded 
youths claim they will be ready 
soon to launch three-stage roc­
ket after combining talents for 
several weeks on project. Gary
Lewis, 17 .(left) and Peter 
Trump, 16 (centre), kingpins 
in the program, are shown hiere 
with Clive Lewis, 13, also a 
member of the fledgling rocket­
eers, making repairs to launch;
ing platform for their 32-inch i-ket program, claiming they 
rocket they intend testing short- I have larger and: more potent 
ly. They have completed sue- missile. Shown standing beside
cessful test on smaller rocket. Trump is part c£ group’s count-
Another group, of local youths' down equipment. 
alsp is working om its own yoc?.. 1 (Courier..Staff Photo)
Die As Fire 
Guts Home
VAUDREUIL, Que. (CP)-Four 
children ranging in age from one 
to six perished early today in a 
fire that destroyed their wooden 
home on the outskirts of this 
town 15 miles west of Montreal.
Mr. and Mrs. Rosairc Legault, 
parents of the victims, and two 
other children escaped in night­
clothes as flames enveloped the 
single-storey dwelling.
The victims were identified by 
a neighbor ns Yvon, 6, Adrienne, 
5, Giselle, 3, and Louis, 1, 
OVERHEATED STOVE 
The survivors with Mr. nnd 
Mrs. Legault were Aline, 3, and 
Jean Pierre, four months.
An over-heated stove was be­
lieved the cnuBe of the fire, It 
started iihoEtly after 2 a.m. and 
only charred ruins, remnined of 
the house nn: hour later,
Jean Boyer, rorl ter Vnudreuil 
councillor who wnsvhe Lcgnults’ 
closest neighbor, said no attempt 
was mndc to fight the blaze after 
the children were lost.
Editor
NEW YORK (AP) — Howard 
Rushmore, former editor of Con­
fidential magazine and anti-Com- 
munist crusader, shot and killed 
his estranged wife Friday night 
and then killed himself, climax­
ing an argument in a taxicab.
His pretty blonde wife, Fran­
ces, a former newspaper woman 
in her late 30s, was the mother 
of two children by a previous 
marriage.
Rushmore, 45, one time film 
critic' for the Daily Worker who 
left the Communist party and the 
paper in the 1930s, moodily told
Big dreams of a three-stage 
rocket, that is expected to streak 
miles into the atmosphere and 
bring back a picture taken by a 
camera inserted in the nose cone 
of the final (thirdi rocket, arc 
shared by three boys on Abbott 
Street, where their workshop is 
located, and bv two other youths. 
COMPLEX PROBLEMS
Junior rocketeers are Peter 
Trump, 16, 1875 Abbott, Gary 
Lewis, 17, and Clive Lewis, 13, 
both of 1874 Abbott, Richard Hal- 
lisey, 16, of Bankhead; and Bruce 
Brown, 15, 831 Glenn Ave.
The problems they have had to 
face have been complex and 
varied, but they have mastered 
many of them and are confident 
that in the not toq distant future 
they would have a three-stager 
all set to go. Launching site at 
that time would be in the vicinity 
of Dilworth Mountain, in Glen- 
more,
LARGER ROCKET
Meanwhile, a second group, 
consisting of John Beardsell, 17, 
Okanagan Mission, where the 
workshop is located, John Schlos- 
ser, 17, 529 Rowcliffe Ave., and 
Robbie Irvine, 646 Francis Ave., 
are on the move.
While they readily admit that 
they have not progressed as far 
as the other flegling rocket 
scientists, they claim they, have 
a bigger rocket. Even measure­
ments, which would not detract 
from the veil of secrecy that 
hangs over the two operations, 
were given out.
The trio claim they have a 
rocket that-is- six-feet long~ and 
two inches in diameter. It is 
made of aluminum irrigation 
pipe, and would be-fired remotely 
with an electronic device.
The other boys have something 
almost literally 'up  their sleeves 
and wouldn’t say too much about
a woman friend Thursday night 
that he was "feeling low’’ be­
cause his wife Frances had left 
him two days before Christmas.
Cab driver Edward Pearlman 
picked up the pair - at Madison 
Avenue and 97th Street, not fai 
from the Rushmore residence. 
ARGUE IN CAP 1 
Nile said the woman jumped in­
to the taxi and tried to keep the
Police Seeking 
Rejected Suitor
: VANCOUVER (CP) — Police 
are seeking aW jectcd suitor who 
threatened to kill n 21-ycar-old 
stenographer nnd take his own 
life. Meanwhile, a guard hns 
been placed On the young wom­
an's suite.
Police went to investigate n re­
port of malicious damage-at the 
suite nnd found $800 worth of 
clothing had been slashed by 
somcono who broke into the 
premises during the day.
The telephone rang ns n con­
stable w n s interviewing the 
young woman and ho answered 
it. The caller identified himself 
nnd claimed he had a ,22 calibre 
rifle and wns going to shoot tho 
woman nnd then “blow my head 
off,”
Hillary Leaves South Pole Before 
Delayed British Explorers Arrive
WELLINGTON, N.Z. (Reuters) 
Sir Edmund Hillnry, claiming he 
hns “hnd' enough of ice and 
crevasses,” decided today to 
Icnve the South Pole without 
waiting for n, British expedition 
which is attempting the \ first 
crossing-of the frozen Antarctic 
continent.
H u t  38-yenr-otil New Zealand 
beekeeper - explorer apparently 
rcnchcd his surprise decision af­
ter learning that the British 
group, led by Dr, Vivian Fuchs, 
wns still 360 miles nwny from 
the “bottoin of the world” - and 
hart ngnln run Into trouble, • 
Hillary, who Friday become tho 
first man to reach the- polo by 
nn overlmul route In 46 years, 
radioed to the New Zealand base 
on MeMurdo Round that he nnd 
the four other members'-of bis 
pnrty ' ,wlH Jly back “ by tho 
first (available * Atacricnri • nib 
ciiift." The next plnhc is due to 
*
rlenve for MeMurdo, Sound Mo day.
NO MEETING
Earlier rcjiorls hnd plnced 
Fuchs within 200 miles of the 
pole, and the headquarters of the 
British expedition In London hnd 
expected him to link up with Hil­
lary Sunday,
Hillnry did not explain his ,de 
cision, but It wns believed the 
New Zealand explorer feared that 
his 26-horsepower trnctors, which 
took nn "awful thrashing” on the 
final dnsh to the polo, would not 
Ik? a b le  to keep up with Fuchs’ 
heavier Snocnt nnd Wcuscl ve­
hicles on the, 1.300-mlle trip back 
to Scott Base on MeMurdo Sound:
llndef the original plan Hil­
lary's pnrty was1 to have waited 
at a soot 500 miles from the pole 
until Fuchs arrived there from 
the other side of the continent.
Hillnry expressed fenr today 
that Fuchs’
Into bad weather if It does not 
complete the run to Scott Base 
before February.
maii from entering. But the man 
shoved his way into the cab, tell­
ing the driver: " I’m her hus­
band, don’t worry about it.” 
Pearlman said the woman 
shouted: "If he’s going to ride in 
this taxi, I don’t, want to. Drive 
me to the station house.”
The driver said the couple con­
tinued to argue as he headed for 
a police station located on East
104th Street At one p o i n t  the 
man said "W ait,. I’ll give you 
money.” The woman replied “ I 
don’t want your money."
There was silence, Pearlman 
said, then the woman screamed 
“Oh, my God!” and shots rang 
out.
“There was boom - boom and 
flashes,” the driver said. “ I 
See EX-CONFIDENTtAL P.
it. They were willing to show the 
Courier’s reporter and photogra­
pher their test rockets, but were 
not too informative when asked 
about designs and sizes of the 
three-stager.
SECRET FUEL
Neither would they give out 
what they are using for fuel. 
They maintained it is a secret 
formula, but that it has worked 
exceptionally well already, lift­
ing a small rocket some 15 feet 
off the the ground with a minute 
amount of fuel used.
Trump, Lewis and company 
have a 32-inch rocket of one-inch 
piping that they expect to fire 
any day now in another test. If 
this proves successful, they are ‘ 
all set, they say, to get their 
three-stage project under way.
It was gained from their com­
ments that this-epic launching 
would be not too far distant. An 
automatic control box would bo 
used, with a countdown of five, 
to launch the triple rocket, which 
would be propelled, possibly one- 
third of the way up by the first 
rocket.
TWO PARACHUTES
The first one then would de­
tach itself and the second rocket 
would automatically take over 
with its thrust further,into space. 
When it was used up, the third 
and final stage would begin, and 
the second rocket would return to 
earth.
The final stage would include
See LOCAL YOUTHS Page 6
Cuba Lashed B y 
Near-Hurricane
HAVANA, Cuba (AP)—A storm
Fire -H its  M in e r
60 O u t O f  W ork
-^EDMONTON (CP)—A surface 
fire at a nearby coal mine this 
morning, destroyed about 350 tons 
of coal and the, mine tipple, a 
structure where coal cars coming 
out of the mine are dumped, be­
fore it was extinguished. ■
The fire began about 6 a.m. 
at the Starkey underground coal 
mine. Fire officials said it was 
under control and “as well as
"CARRIES D E A T H "
Controversy Rages Over 
B.C/s Centennial
thal pummelled this Caribbean!?!^” by 8:45 ®-m* 
island swept out to sea fbday"andl onc. was-injured and no dam 
Cubans tallied up.more than $1,- 
000,000 in property and crop dam­
age.
The storm with 60-mile-an-hour 
winds b r o u g h t  floods to the 
coastal lowlands and 2,000 fam­
ilies were evacuated from their 
homes. Scores of persons were 
injured by flying glass and fall­
ing trees. About 2,000 tourists 
from three liners were forced to 
spend hours in port buildings.
age estimate was given. Tho 
cause was not known.
Mine manager W. C, Worthing­
ton said 60 employees would bo 
“temporarily out of work.” Near­
by pithead buildings were saved 
by mine firemen and a brigade 
from Edmonton.
VANCOUVER (CP)—A silver 
dollar to be issued by the Cana­
dian mint to commemorate Brit­
ish Columbia’s centennial may 
be taboo to west coast Indians 
because it carries death.”
Guy Williams of the Native 
Brotherhood of B.C,, has dubbed 
the coin “mcmloosc chickmnn”— 
denth money. He says, tho totem 
depicted on the coin is the mor- 
tunry pole of , B.C.’s Tsimpsenn 
tribe.
However, Wilson Duff, curntor 
of anthropology at the provincial 
museum at Victorin said Friday 
night the collar design wns copied 
from a photograph of a Ilnidn 
Indian House poet totem, in the 
Provincial Museum.
But Williams, n member of the 
totem. - cni vlng Kjvnkiutl hntlon 
whose ancestry is part Ifaldn, is 
sure ho is right.
He said no Indian on the west 
const would handle one of the 
coins “because it carries denth."
The design for the silver coin 
was chosen by Judges in Eastern 
Canada in February, 1057, from 
150 entries. 1 
Williams is not nlone in his
contention.
BURIAL CONNOTATION.
Mrs. Ellen Neel of Vancouver, 
a world renqWncd expert on the 
totem carvers art, agreed that
ber of parliament for Vancouver- 
Burrard, has wired finance min­
ister Donald Fleming asking if 
could be shipped to B.C. 
1,000,000 more centennial dollars 
“They said 20,000 were de-
snid.
B.C.’s festival symbol actually, .. „a„.Ihns 1 b u r ia l  c o n n o ta t io n  '  livcred to Vancouver but I cant
L ?  , find anybody who got one," he"The design is terribly unfor­
tunate for the B.C, celebrations,” 
she said,
She said the design “wns not 
publicized c no  u g h beforehand, 
they should hnvc contacted good 
Indian carvers."
In Victorin, centennial commit­
tee chieftain L, J,, Wallace said 
"pictures of the design were pub­
lished in papers Inst yenr nnd 
nothing came up—I don't know 
why people wnltcd until now,”
Meanwhile, John Taylor, mem-
USSR-W est Non-Aggression 
Pact Urged By Macmillan
LONDON (AP)—Prime Minis­
ter Macmillan suggested tonight 
that Russia and tho Western 
powers sign a non-nggrcsslon 
pact, ,
“Tills hns Iwcn done before,” 
Macmillan said In n televised ro- 
|K»rt to the people. "It would do 
no harm. It might do good.”
He then suggested thnt ulti­
mately’ the heads of the great 
powers might meet to resolve 
Enst-West differences. . 
expedition, ’wilt run Russia hns d igested  several
times In recent correspondence 
with Western government lend 
era that n non-riggrcsslon pact, 
In one form, or another, would 
contribute to world pence, It also 
In campaigning now for a sum 
mlt meeting.
Macmillan said Britain will 
leave no stone unturned, In at* 
tempting to secure an agree­
ment through which |hc Soviet 
Union nnd the Western world 
may live in pence. \
'Flu Deaths Double 
Totals For 1956
LONDON (Reuters) — Deaths 
from influenza In England nnd 
Wnles totalled 3,820 last year, it 
was reported today, Tlil.4 wns 
three times the 1950 total of 1,211) 
nnd more thnn double the 1955 
figure of 1,590,
2 5 0 .0 0 0  Acres 
O il, Gas Rights 
For Sale Feb. 13
VANCOUVER (CP) -  Nearly
250.000 ncrcs of oil nnd ghs rights 
In British Coluinbln will be of­
fered for snlo Feb. 13.
Several lease prospects In the 
Boundary Lake and Fort St. 
John oil nnd gns fields of north­
eastern B,C, nro to be offered.
Featured nmOng the lcnse- 
ncreugo tracts will bo n 710-ncrc 
spread offset to the Boundary 
Lake oilfield. <
Most of the permit nerenge, 
however, is In virgin territory 
surrounding the Liard River In 
far norihenpteni B.C, ,
West Coasters 
Will Have C PR  
Boat Service
VANCOUVER—At the request 
of. the Canadian Maritime Com­
mission, the Cnnndian Pacific 
Railway will operate n new week­
ly ship passenger service on B.C.’s 
West Coast to include some ports 
formerly served by the Union 
Steamships, it was announced to 
day.
Calls will be made at Alert Bay, 
Ocean Falls, Kitlmnt, Prince 
Rupert, Port Simifcon, Kincolith, 
Alice Arm and Stewart, leaving 
Vancouver every Tuesday night 
nnd arriving back in Vancouver 
every Tuesday morning. These 
are the ports of cqll agreed to in 
the commission's request,
C A LIFO R N IA  B A R B ER  W HIPS U P  
A  N E W  O N E  -  IT 'S  C U TN IK
* BELLFLOWER, Calif. (A P)—Bnrbcr Jim Ausntun 
whipped up an out of-this-world creation when Bob Vcnuti, 
IB, came in for a "Yu| Brynncr” haircut.
>  Vcnuti agreed to serve as a guinea pig for an Ausman 
experiment.,As a result, Vcnuti |cft the barber simp with 
the only hairs* on his head being four tuffs twisted into an- 
tenna-liko jpirongs pointing north, south, cast and west. The 
cut’s name? Cntnik. . ,
wNo charge," said Ausman ns he ushered Vcnuti to the 
door, “It’s ,in the interests of science." ,
VANCOUVER (CP) — Labor 
Minister Lyle Wicks today fail­
ed to settle a seven-weeks strike 
In British Columbia’s pulp and 
paper Industry.
Mr. Wicks was critical of the 
attitudes of both union and com­
pany, representatives with whom 
he met this morning.
"There could and should have 
been a settlement.” he said. “ I 
am critical of both sides. There 
was no meeting of open minds.”
Mr. Wicks said the govern­
ment hns done all it could'to 
help settle tho dispute. He re­
opened discussions at the re­
quest of the International Broth­
erhood of Pulp, Sulphite and 
Paper Mill Workers.
“The companies made an of­
fer of a longer. contract with 
added benefits. This was re­
jected,
“Both hides are adamant and 
hold firmly to their positions.”
X
For Liberals Parley?
OTTAWA (CP)—Acting prime 
minister Howard Green left Com­
mons members puzzled today 
with his non-committal reply to 
a qubry ns to whether the House 
will sit during the Liberal leader­
ship, convention hero Jnm 14-16.
"I am hoping,” ho said, “ It 
will be possible to make som,e 
arrangement between the pnrtlos 
po thnt there will bo no unneces­
sary interference, with the busi­
ness of the House—or, far that 
matter—-with tho business of tho 
convention," ,
It wns the first time tho mat 
tor bad boon brought fa tho floor 
of the Commons, where Mr, 
Green Is g o v e r n m e n t  Hmiso 
leader, arranging the order of 
business, ; , '
Tim question wns raised by 
Eihnrt Iteglor (CCF — Burnaby- 
Coquitlam) ., , 1
The convention — to choose a 
successor to retiring lit. Hon. 
Louis fit, Laurent—is on Tuesday,
Wednesday nnd Thursday, nl 
Commons sitting days, The Ifounf 
now is on extra hours In n drlva 
for prorogation,
Of tho Commons’ 265 members, 
106 are Liberals,
T)io Progressive Conservative 
convention hero In' December, 
1956, when John G. Plcfenbukop 
Was ciiosen national lender, wnn 
held between Parliamentary ses­
sions,
-------- r — r .
Indonesia Suspends 
A ll Foreign Banks , .
JAKARTA. Indonesia (Reuters) 
All farejgn hanks ft fat brokerage 
firms havo been suspended from 
membership Jit the Indonesian 
Stock Exchang'd' reducing the
number of member^ fa flvp/ nil 
of them Indonesian firms. Ufa fi­
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Princess Margaret's Visit 
Should Include Okanagan
The announcement that Princess Mar­
garet will visit British Columbia next sum­
mer is not only welcome but r. happy chal­
lenge to our inventive genius as host prov­
ince. She will come both in her own right as 
a member of the Royal House and as an 
emissary of our‘ Queen. In both senses, on 
her first visit to this province the Princess is 
ei.titled and the people of British Columbia 
are entitled, to an itinerary which will let her 
sec and be seen without that familiar testv of 
formal endurance that so often goes with 
Royal visits.
The visit was conceived in this province 
and the Princess was invited to spend three 
weeks here during our centennial year. Un­
fortunately the pushing east got into the act 
and now the Princess will be a guest of Bri­
tish Columbia for two weeks after her ar­
rival on July 12th and then she will spend 
ten more days in the rest of Canada.
The scenic and festival resources of this 
province can be trusted to make her visit 
here a delight—provided a suitable itiner­
ary is arranged. With so little time to see so 
much, care must be taken in planning the it­
inerary in order that our Royal guest may 
obtain a broad view of this province. Too 
often (and we emphasis those words) on 
such occasions the Lower Mainland and Van­
couver Island are allotted too much of the 
visitor’s time and the guest unfortunately 
leaves the province thinking it consists of
those areas alone when in reality they com­
prise the lesser part of this province. Too, 
with so little time, there will be the usual 
pressures everywhere for speeches, ban­
quets, the opening of projects and other for­
malities habitually considered the highest 
lorm of compliment to a distinguished guest.
By their very nature, these affairs, how­
ever nobly meant, enjoin a limited public 
participation. Some of them perhaps are in­
evitable; but we think the hope of British 
Columbians generally is that the Princess 
can have a holiday in both the Royal and 
popular sense of the word. The Queen’s re­
cent visit to this country proved that this 
teeling is more than natural curiousity; it is 
something much deeper, a warm, personal 
desire to show the esteem and affection in 
which the Monarchy is held.
Nevertheless no visitor to this, province 
can claim to have seen it unless he has visited 
the great hinterland, and particularly the 
most beautiful and bountiful part of it, the 
Okanagan. Certainly in arranging th e  
Princess’ itinerary, the provincial authori­
ties cannot afford to limit this area from it.
The task we impose on the Royal House 
is not an easy one. Princess Margaret has 
shared in its unselfish and even sacrificial 
discipline. She has been resolutely and ap- 
peallingly true to the Royal obligations. We 
shall welcome her and honor her the more 
for that.
BYGONE DAYS
10 YEARS AGO 
January, 1018
City council took steps Monday 
night toward acquiring property 
in order that the Canadian Na­
tional Railway may complete its
response of approval that quite 
a discussion of ways and means 
ensued. With a small charge for 
admission it was believed that 
such an attraction would easily 
pay for itself and should prove
plans to develop the r.ilw'ay laell-
160,000 New Shoppers
Those who grumble about the influx of 
immigrants into Canada in the last twelve 
months—and there are a few who do— might 
find it worthwhile pondering the stimulus to 
business activity which their presence here 
means.
Some 160,000 “New Canadians” have 
arrived during the last year. 70 per cent of 
them are Hungarian refugees. All but a hand­
ful of the 160,000 have jobs. Their pay en­
velopes add up to many millions of dollars 
every month. Those dollars mean jobs for 
others in the country. “New Canadians” must 
buy food and clothing, just like everyone else. 
They must buy homes or pay ment. They are 
purchasers of furniture, household apppli- 
ances and automobiles.
INTERPRETING THE NEWS
What with exchange controls and im­
port quotas imposed by their countries of 
origin, Canada’s 160,000 prospective citizens 
wouldn’t have meant much in the way of 
sales of Canadian goods and services if they 
had stayed home. Here in Canada they rep­
resent a community of 160,000 shoppers— 
shoppers for the very goods and services 
which Canadians have to sell.
“New Canadians,” particularly those 
who came as refugees from communism, 
value the opportunity this country has given 
them for a new start in life, free from fear. 
That’s why “New Canadians” understand 
why it is a token of good citizenship to “Buy 





C a s e
Alliance 
O f Jitters
ities in the north end of the city 
It was revealed that the railway 
company had had trouble in ac­
quiring private property in order 
to run the spur track through to 
the proposed industrial section, 
and steps are now being taken 
to use a 25 foot strip of the north­
ern end of the exhibition grounds 
for this purpose.
The Kelowna and District War 
Veterans’ Rehabilitation Com 
mittee will continue to function 
until the end of January, at which 
time a general meeting will be 
called, it was decided at the exec­
utive meeting of the orgainzation 
last week.
20 YEARS AGO 
January, 1938
Threat of one of the worst tie- 
ups since January 1935 was avert­
ed on Wednesday after two days 
of unusual weather conditions. 
Both main lines are now open and j 
trains fairly well on schedule. The | 
Coquihalla Pass is closed for the | 
winter months after a terrific 
snowfall, and the Kettle Valley is; 
being routed via Spence's Bridge 
and Merritt.
30 YEARS AGO 
January, 1928
The work of making alterations 
to the Kelowna General Hospital 
which has been suspended during 
the recent spell of severe winter 
weather, has been resumed but 
cannot be completed for at least 
six weeks.
40 YEARS AGO 
January, 1918
At the city council meeting on 
Monday evening, a suggestion 
was put forward that the hot 
water from the condenser at the 
Power House should be used to 
form a warm water swimming 
bath. This met with such a ready
residents and tourists.
50 YEARS AGO 
JANUARY. 1908
About 25 boys have been drilling 
lately under the instruction of 
Chief Hidson. Only boys between 
the ages of 15 and 18 can join 
the officially recognized cadet 
cadet corps, when formed, but 
there is nothing to forbid younger 
boys drilling with the cadets.
LOOKING AHEAD
WASHINGTON (AP) — In the 
midst of a recent cool wave offi­
cials announced the 1958 national 
cherry blossom festival here will 









I  NEW YORK (AP) — Those
 ̂ comets that blaze fiery trails 
x  across our skies may not really 
h. be on fire at all. In fact, they 
may be icebergs of space. And 
“ pretty dirty icebergs, at that.
_• At any rate, that's the theory 
fathered and propounded by Dr. 
7 Fred C. Whipple, director of the 
«< Smithsonian astrophysicial ob- 
servatory in Cambridge, Mass 
* With Russia’s Sputniks draw- 
,  ing attention to the heavens
- above, more and more questions 
are being asked about comets 
and probably more and more
Y comets will be sdch.
- Three were reported visible to 
the naked eye last year,
A layman's chances of discoy 
\  cring a comet arc pretty good if 
ih c  has a telescope. And, if you 
sec one. astronomers want to 
hear about it. They'd like to 
know more about these wander­
ers of the solar system.
* COLLECTION OF GASES 
' Whipple’s "dirty I c e b e r g  
theory” wns formulated only re­
cently, It goes like this:
Comets are a collection of 
frozen gases, lee and bits of 
spatial dust, dirt and meteors, 
They form far out In space, mil­
lions of miles from the sun.
The bnscs freeze and collect 
more celestial debris. Moving 
, through space, they gather speed 
as they near the sun and the pull 
. of gravity Increases,
At the same time, s u b t l e  
changes begin to occur. ns the 
frozen nucleus of the comet
warms up. The gases vaporizer About 50 comets are known to 
somewhat and become fluores-, have orbital periods of less than 
cent in the rays of the sun. The 1100 years. Halley’s spectacular
dust of the nucleus reflects the 
light of. the sun, too.
As it first appears to us on 
earth, the nucleus (or head) 
looks like a bright point of light 
—a little star. Then, as it moves 
faster and more gases vaporize, 
the tail appears, a thin stream 
of fluorescent gases and dust.
There arc very few rules for 
a comet to follow. One inescap­
able law is that it must revolve 
around the sun. Some pass close 
to the sun, some pass far away. 
FANTASTIC SIZE
Comets move in elongated el­
lipses, some of fantastic size. It 
is estimated that the orbit of a 
comet sighted in 1864 now is so 
lohg it may be more than 2,000,- 
000 years, before it returns
comet, which took up most of 
the southwestern sky when it ap­
peared to the naked eye in 1910, 
is expected to show up again 
about 1985. Its tail was so long 
that the head appeared in some 
places in early morning while the 
tail was still visible to other parts 
of the earth the preceding eve­
ning.
Some comets arc highly un­
usual. ■
The comet of 1744 had six tails 
in a great fan. The Great Comet 
of 1843 had a tail 200,000,000 
miles long. <
The head of a comet may be 
30,000 miles in diameter or it may 
be 1,000,000. Some comets 10 
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By ALAN HARVEY 
Canadian Press Staff Writer
Some NATO officers feel the 
North Atlantic alliance has just 
defeated a case of jitters as 
dangerous as the paralysis of will 
suffered when Hitler invaded the 
Rhineland in 1936.
Then the democracies faltered, 
and war came three years later. 
Today, NATO has taken the op­
posite course. Despite Nikita 
Khrushchev’s missile — brandish­
ing, despite deep-set doubts and 
fears in its own camp, NATO is 
going to put the nuclear deter­
rent in Europe.
Those who applaud this deci­
sion, taken-at NATO’s summit 
meeting in Paris, say the really 
important fact, is a tendency to­
ward appeasement-amounting to 
a nuclear-age neurosis—has been 
resisted.
LEAD DISPUTED
NATO’s nuclear armament will 
be a gradual process .The ballis­
tic missiles are not perfected and 
the nuclear warheads are not 
available in quantity. The build­
up may take five years or more, 
and while it goes on there will be 
renewed talks with^ Russia.
Conflicting views’hre offered on 
rival military strength. An au­
thoritative Canadian opinion is 
that the democracies still lead, 
but that the Russians are "catch­
ing up fast." Some feel the bal­
ance has already tilted in Rus­
sia’s favor, .others that the Ameri­
can threat of massive retaliation 
has been greatly attenuated by 
Soviet advances in long-range 
rocketry.
Although all 15 countries 
agreed on the arms-and-talks pro­
cedure, there were significant 
misgivings. The desirability of 
negotiations as opposed to purely 
military measures was stressed 
In varying degrees by Canada, 
Norway, Denmark, Britain and 
Germany.
MAD BUTCHER 
The German contribution may 
have been decisive. Chancellor 
Adenauer has been NATO's Invet­
erate Gibraltar, a diehard oppo­
nent of concessions to Russia. 
When he went to the speaker’s 
rostrum at the summit meeting, 
his collapsed cheekbones giving 
him the Mr of a battered And in­
finitely worldly-wise Red Indian 
chief,‘he electrified delegates by 
lnxing his adamant stand 
against negotiation.
In so doing, the 81-ycnr-old 
chancellor perversely became the
hero of left-wing and liberal-in­
tellectual opinion, which has re­
coiled in horror against the nu­
clear race and sought almost any 
way out. The most trenchant ex­
pression of this mood came from 
TiSe New Statesman, a left-wing 
London weekly, which saw Euro­
pean citizens as “sheep in a pen, 
waiting for the mad butcher.”
A complaint against the sum­
mit decisions is that it betrays a 
blinkered obsession with nuclear 
weapons. In this view, it obviates 
the last possibility of an "un- 
nuclear Europe and Scandinavia 
standing neutral between the two 
big powers. It is seen as the last 
act in an unfolding drama of
mass suicide, the final stage 
which precludes negotiations. 
AUTOMATIC WAR
The Paris newspaper L’Ex- 
press, in an article The War 
Which Starts Itself, visualizes 
European missile bases being 
triggered off automatically by 
some mechanical device, without 
the intervention of human intelli­
gence. Suppose the machine 
makes a mistake and confuses 
meteors with enemy rockets?
Such a terrifying vista probably 
occurred to allied mititary plan­
ners. Presumably they fear fu­
ture space-age imponderables 
less than present domination— 
and so the rocket race continues.
N O T I'
T o  Customers On 
Carrier Routes
For any irregularity in the 
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MURRAY C. ZAPFE
APPOINTMENT of Murray C. 
Zapfc as sales pianagcr, Bartram 
Specialty Packaging Division, 
Crown Zellcrbnch Canada Limited, 
is announced by Frank A. Scott, 
vice-president, sales. Mr, Zapfc 
joined the Bartram Division in 
1947. He has been district sale* 
representative for specialty pack­
aging for the past several years.
UBC STUDENTS N EED  N EW  " H O M E S "
Residences are among the 
most urgent needs to he met 
through The University of Brit­
ish Columbia Development 
Fund, contributions to which the 
provincial government’/ ht^
agreed to match dollar for dol­
lar up to 87,500,000. Above 18 
showq a young woman student 
going "home” to her quarters 
in n former army hut.





Tox-made sheets are truly longer. The slzo on 
the label is the actual size after hemming.
Oldest Senior 
Citizen Danced 
Square A t  1 0 7 .
RESERVE MINES, N.S, (CP) 
Mrs. Annie Mn'rtln, at 10!) one of 
tho oldest womon in Canada, died 
this week.,
She believed in hard work, sho 
often said, and spent most of her 
time knitting and sewing. She 
watched her diet and wns never 
known to use grnvy, butter or 
fatty food,
Her niece, Mrs. Ronald Mncr 
Lean, with whom she lived, said 
she wns around tho house ns 
usual Monday.
Mrs. Martin amoked n pl|>c and 
accepted nn occasional clgnret. 
But sire said "clgnrcts aren’t ns 
good ns a pipe."
Mrs. Martin was born at Johns­
town, N.8., about 40 miles south 
of Sydney. She was proud of her 
Scottish ancestry and spoke pne- 
llc fluently, Two yenre ago on her 
107th birthday she danced o> Scot­
tish square danco with a*group 
of young people. ’
Mrs, Martin remembered tur­
bulent days that preceded the 
Canadian Confederation in 1867 
and often spoke of the first Do­
minion Day, She was 19 years 
old then.
HIGHER THREAD COUNT
Texmade sheets are tightly woven containing maxi­
mum thread count per inch. This means longer wear.
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H O W  A R E Y O U R  M A N N ER S If*
A Few Basic "Musts" Which 
Apply To Theatre Going
By ALICE WINSBY 
(Courier Women’s Editor) j
A great many people whose ob-J 
servance of the social ameniticsj 
is otherwise above reproach, do; 
not seem to be aware of a few| 
basic "musts” which apply to! 
theatre going. I refer of course 
to live theatre, although movie! 
house rules don’t differ greatly. 1 
Kelowna audiences are being 
offered a variety of live enter­
tainment these days and it is un­
fortunate that consideration for 
others, which is after all, exactly 
what "good manners” implies, is 
being woefully forgotten by more 
than a few. Some of the exceed­
ingly glaring and inexcusable
blunders that have been observed! 
include the following.
The wearing, of a hat by the 
feminine spectator. Now while a 
halfTs generally correct, and one 
of the final touches to being per­
fectly turned out. at the theatre, 
it is taboo. It simply isn't done, 
even if the chapeau is small and 
flat.
Arriving after the curtain has 
gone up, and worse, making the 
slightest noise in so doing, i.e. 
asking the usher where your seats 
are to be found, or horror of hor­
rors, stumbling around in the 
dark searching for your seats 
yourself. This is appallingly un­
fair to the actors and most dis-
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Handsome Luggage Suggested As 
G ift For The Man In Your Life
ORCHIDS FOR M ILADY
Considered by many to be 
the most glamorous of flowers, 
this beautiful orchid was suc­
cessfully grown by Mrs. F. Faz- 
an of Kelowna. Blossoming
Christmas morning, this var­
iety (Laelia Ancets) which has 
two blooms, is one of four types 
being raised by Mrs. Fazan.
Pioneer Families In 
Victoria Wedding
> VICTORIA: Simplicity was the 
keynote of the high noon naval 
wedding which took place on Sat­
urday, December 28, in Si. An­
drew’s Cathedral, Victoria. Beau­
tifully decorated with , Yuletide 
blooms, the grandeur of the state­
ly church was further enhanced 
by sunlight which streamed 
through the Gothic windows dur­
ing the ceremony, when Shirley 
Patricia, oldest daughter of Mr. 
and Mrs. Andrew Gaspardone was 
united in marriage with James 
Paul, second son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Paul Bach. All are members of 
pioneer families in the Kelowna 
district. Rev. Father McLean, 
padre, H.M.C.S. Naden, assisted 
by two master altar boys, con 
ducted the ceremony.
Radiant in an exquisite gown of 
Chantilly lace and elbow-length 
veil, the beautiful dark-eyed 
bride carried gardenias in art­
istic array.
Attendants, Mrs. Joyce May- 
led as matron of honor and her
sister Eileen as bridesmaid, were 
lovely in identical mauve net 
gowns. Each carried a bouquet 
of orchid lilies.
Groomsmen were Ronald May- 
led and Valentine Uhrich, while 
Daniel Bach, brother of the groom 
acted as chief usher. Preceding 
the marriage vows, the Padre 
gave an apt sermonette for the 
double-ring ceremony.
The reception was held at the 
home of Mr. and Mrs. Mayled. 
The bride’s mother wore a navy 
ensemble, and the groom’s mother 
chose a Paris model of peau de 
soie with accessories en tone. 
Both wore corsages of bud roses.
After the traditional cutting of 
the tree-tiered wedding cake 
which graced the bride’s table, 
the couple left for a short honey­
moon. Upon completion of further 
naval training, the groom will re­
sume an extended honeymoon 
with his bride, while travelling to 
foreign parts.
By ELEANOR ROSS
BUYING a birthday gift for 
the man in your life, or for that 
suddenly grown-up son, isn’t 
easy, especially if you want 
something that is not only prac­
tical and handsome but one that 
also has an element of surprise. 
NEW LINE
There is one gift that meets 
these requirements, however. It 
is a new line of luggage, espe­
cially designed for men by a 
famous male fashion expert.
The set consists of five pieces, 
all trim, masculine and effi­
ciently functional.
The first piece is really two 
bags in pne.
Suits are hung in the supper 
portion of the main bag which 
unfolds to become a portable 
closet. There is room at the bot- 
tim to papk shoes and also to 
store another zippered bag- which 
holds, haberdashery.
Folded double, this ingenious 
carryall can be handled like an 
ordinary suitcase.
ATTACHE CASE
Another useful bag is an at­
tache case which is excellent for 
overnight business thps. One 
side holds important papers 
whil.e the other has room for 
fresh linen and a shaving kit.
Other bag's included in this 
line are a wide-mouthed catch­
all with the stowing capacity of 
an old-fashioned hand "grip,” 
week-end bags in two conven­
ient sizes and a pouch with the 
versatility of a duffle bag.
All pieces are covered with 
the same canvas duck fabric
tressing to the rest of the aud­
ience. Curtain times are always 
indicated before production time, 
so try to arrive at least five min­
utes early. If you are late, slip 
into a back seat quietly and wait 
until the end of the scene or act 
before seeking out an usher to 
guide you to your seat.
TIME APPLAUSE
Some people seem to . find 
I nourishment for the tummy neces­
sa ry  while enjoying food for the 
j spirit and this results in Bound 
effects other than indicated in 
j the script. Cellophane and paper 
bag rustling during any perform- 
jance is strictly out of bounds.
Applause is sweeter than the 
song of a nightingale to the aver­
age performer—if given the 
proper time, and believe it or hot 
there is a time when it is most 
improper to applaud during a 
play. The mood which the direc­
tor and the actors have taken so 
much trouble to create can be 
destroyed by an audience which, 
completely captivated by the skill 
of one of the players, bursts into 
applause. Save such appreciation 
for the curtain. At the end of the 
performance when the curtain 
calls come, pull out the stops 
Shout “Bravo" if you like, but 
very few individual performances 
here are show-stoppers, now are 
they?
The most~unfoftunate habit of 
all is perhaps the most difficult 
to deal with. Tense moments, 
such as love or terror scenes, 
seem to evoke an uncontrollable 
urge to titter in some people, 
which an experienced performer 
recognizes as release of nervous 
tension, but which completely de­
moralizes the novice. It is rude 
to giggle at the wrong time under 
any circumstances. In the theatre 
it is insulting td the cast and irri-
,5 ; f ’ " f  ,;1
lhavc you?
that is used in firehoses—which fating to the other members of 
means it is virtually indestruc- the audience. Of course I’m sure 
tible. | you’ve nevfcr been.guilty of these
EASY TO CLEAN j examples of inconsideration. Or
To clean these pieces, a going- 
over with thick suds will rout 
grime and dirt. Use a stiff brush 
to remove any embedded soil.
Then rinse by wiping with a 
sponge, wrung out of clear water, 
and dry in the open air.
A sudsy sponge will take care 
of leather handles and trim.
Then rinse and polish with a dry 
cloth. This luggage comes in a 
variety of bright colors.
ENGAGEMENT
Mr. and Mrs. L. J . Richmond, 
Lauricr Avo., announce the en­
gagement ol their elder daughter, 
Doreen Beatrice, to Gordon Ira 
Luck, son of Mrs. W. Payne, Wil­
son Ave. Date of the wedding will 
be announced later.
WENATC|IEE WEDDING
The marriage of Miss Gloria 
Brew and Mr. Edward Wohl, both 
of Kelowna, took place bn Decem­
ber 23. Sheldon Price officiated 
at the ceremony which was sol­
emnized at First Presbyterian 
Church, Wenatchee, Wash.
T O D A Y 'S  TR EN D
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Gives your eyes a re­
laxing change. Recom­




and APPLIANCES LTD. 
441 Bernard Ph. 2049
AT WINFIELD
SON CHRISTENED
While spending the Christmas 
holidays in Kelowna, Mr. and 
Mrs. Carl Tostenson had their 
son Ian Carl christened at St. 
Michael and All Angels’ Church 
by Archdeacon, D. S. Catchpole 
on Sunday, December 22, 1957. 
Godparents are Mr. and Mrs. J. 
Tostenson of Sacramento, Cali
This case is compact enough to fornia, and Mr. Keith Barkes of 
fit underneath" a plane seat. iNelson, B,C.
A T  W INFIELD
Interesting Films Shown Members 
O f Old Age Pensioner's Club
M A R Y HAWORTH'S MAIL
Friends And Family Exclude Her; 
Middle-Aged Spinster Seeks Aid
DEAR M A R Y  HAWORTH: 
duch has been written of mothers 
ic(t in their middle years, lonely, 
with children grown and gone to 
build new lives of their own. But 
what of the many old maids left 
In the same situation?
I am in the middle forties and 
never in my youth would have 
believed that one could get as 
lonesome as I do. Unfortunately,
1 have no sisters—only brothers; 
and while they are good, as 
brothers go, it is only natural 
that most of their time and at­
tention is given to the wife’s 
family; nnd, in recent years, 
rightfully to their children.
I had — note "had" — many 
friends, I thought; but ns time 
goes along we see less and less 
of one another, |jlach one has 
somebody still in their immedi­
ate family, demanding their time; 
whereas I am completely alone,
I have a great deal of pride, 
perhaps false; and never have 
let anyone know how badly I feel 
about this "nlonenoss," Some 
people might even envy my ap­
parently carefree life, forgetting 
that 1 nm the type who needs to 
be taking care of somebody, or 
helping soh’e problems.
HAS SIIE REALLY v 
WANTED MARRIAGE
Were I somewhat healthier, I 
would gladly try for volunteer 
hospital, work; but must conserve 
my enorrjty to keep my office job, 
which Is quite wearlngf’Hffnvo 
often 'considered sharing my 
apartment, but then hesitated be­
cause t|ho place l,s small nnd a 
wrong {choice, might prove more 
disastrous than lonoline/i.s,
Is It this sort ol thtnkingvthnt 
kept ino from marriage several 
1 years ngo? Always finding an ex- 
, cuso for evading it? True. 1 was 
keeping n home for my brothers; 
but In fairness I always say Ilmt 
if I'd wanted to marry badly 
enough, I'm sure 1 would have 
found a way to reconcile conflict 
Ing demands.
Looking bark on what I have 
wrllbm, it scenis like Just so 
'm any words; but I refuse lo re 
writ** it, inasmuch as corrections 
wouldn't show the disorder my 
ynlnsl is In', I"h> you have any sug 
getdions? or any reading matter 
lo Tcrom'nu’hd thni might direct 
me.' Into a dlftcrcht courao ol 
ncilon,—H. V.
, \ , '
TWO KINDS 
OF ALONE^ESS
DEAR II. V.: An oddity of Am­
erican personality is our individ­
ual anxiety about being socially 
alone; or lonely or unpopular.
We are shamefaced about the 
fact of loneliness, if it happens to 
enter into our private experience 
We strain both to conceal it and 
to overcome it; when in truth 
loneliness may be a gift of grace 
It has grent creative potentials. 
Indeed It is almost axiomatic 
that lofty character is framed 
in loneliness much of the time
There are two' kinds of nlone- 
ness in life. One kind might be 
called loneliness; the other, lone­
someness,
Loneliness has to do with quiet 
ly accepting the fact of being 
largely stripped of human conso­
lations over periods of time—- 
without feeling, guiltily nnd de 
fensivoly, that one is somehow at 
fault for this trying situation, A1 
so, loneliness continues to feel 
nnd to maintain a friendly open 
hearted interest In the surround 
Ing society, which goes Its hur­
ried self-absorbed heedless way, 
ifnmindful of the lonely person 
standing by.
BETTER WEAR OUT 
THAN RUST OUT
Loncsomcness, on the other 
hand, Is a despondent, pessimis­
tic, withdrawn state of feeling 
an attitude which pines for at­
tention nnd wnlts in a henrtsjck 
way for rescue from Its Isolation 
It is allied to severe immaturity 
of character; and psychiatric 
help is probably , necessary In 
most .such cases, to Instill the 
pitch of confident living,
Jpst now, you aro weathering a 
season of loneliness. Hut l don’ 
think you are the lonesome type 
However, take care you don’ 
sink into a rut, , on the thebry 
that you hire conserving energy 
thus. ’ Actually, the more you 
stick to limited routine, the* more 
tifVd you will become. Better 
wear m 
s a y
My advice is, follow through on 
your idea ol getting Into volun 
tier work, And take a chance on 
a house matb—possibly a student 
nurse, a younger person who is 
llexible and won’t t|y  to domln 
ate. If, it Isn’t a success, call It 
off, Meanwhile, the change nnd 
ubset will be good for you—so 
you can’t really lose, cither way,
WINFIELD—A very brief busi­
ness session was the prelude to 
an enjoyable afternoon spent by 
the Old Age Pensioners’ Club at 
their regular monthly meeting 
held at the Memorial Hall. 
Friends of the club were also in­
vited. There were 35 present.
President V. R. McDonagh was 
in the chair. Meeting opened with 
the singing of O Canada. At the 
end of the short business session, 
Mr. McDonagh introduced Kenny 
Witzke, aged twelve, who enter­
tained with his accordion. He 
played "Old Comrades March” , 
also “The Blue Skirt Waltz." 
Then the president introduced A1 
Smith of Oyama, who showed 
many lovely colored slides of Ari 
zona and Mexico and explained 
the slides to the audience. They 
were taken by Mr. Smith when
out than rust out, doctors
he and Mrs. Smith covered 10,000 
miles in six months in their car 
and trailer. His pictures and ex­
planations were much enjoyed 
Kenny Witzke then came back to 
play "Over the Waves” and 
"Sharpshooters March.” A vote of 
thanks was given to Mr. Smith 
and Kenny.
During the afternoon $3.95 was 
raised on a mystery parcel made 
and donated by Mrs; R. Fredrick, 
which was won by Mr. Martin 
Bolbecker.
Refreshments were served. 
Hosteses were Mrs. R. Fredrick, 
Mrs. E. Hall, Mrs, G. Arnold,
The next meeting will be held 
on the first Thursday in Febru­
ary in the club room of the Me­
morial Hall.". “Sigh" Kobayashi 
will show slides.
Opera Tempest 
Rages A fte r 
Singer Quits
ROME (AP) — A replacement 
for prima donna Maria Mene- 
ghini Callas preDared to sing a 
repeat opening night of.the opera 
Norma tonight after Miss Callas 
apologized to Italy’s president for 
quitting in the middle of her per­
formance Thursday.
The opera management sum­
moned soprano Anita Cerquetti to 
sing the lead. Officials said Miss 
Cerquetti, born 26 years ago in 
Perugia, Italy, has sung Norma 
in’Naples’ Sart Carlo Opera;
Tickets from Thursday will be 
honored again tonight, the man­
agement has announced.
A tempest continued to rage in 
this opera-loving country after 
Miss Callas sent her letter of 
apology Friday night to Presi­
dent Giovanni Gronchi.
Gronchi cooled his heels nearly 
an,hour Thursday night with 3,000 
other opening night customers af­
ter the first-act curtain rang 
down on Bellini’s Norma. The 
management finally announced 
that the show would not go on 
after Miss Callas tearfully told 
officials she had lost her voice.
Miss Callas’ husband, Milan 
millionaire Giovanni B a t t i s t a  
Meneghini, said earlier that it 
was not necessary for his wife to 
apologize to the president, but 
she apparently changed her mind
Couple Return ; 
From Calgary
WINFIELD — Mr. and Mrs.’ 
Y. Shishido have returned home 
from a five day visit to Calgary! 
where they spent the Christmas 
holidays with their son, Mr. and | 
Mrs. Nick Shishido and children. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Hall of 
Horsefly spent the festive season 
at the home of the former's par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hall.
Home from UBC to spend the 
holidays with his parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Charlie Hall is their 
son, Arthur.
Mr. and Mrs. Andy Cook and 
family of Burns Lake are visiting 
friends and relatives in the 
district,
Mr. and Mrs. Art Arnold, have 
their son Norman home from 
UBC for the festive season.
z
iL
Kelowna Health Unit 
Opens Next Wednesday
The $20,000 voluntary , health 
services annex will be officially 
opened nt a public ceremony 
Wednesday at 2:30 p.rii.
The new annex will provide 
accommodation for nil health nnd 
welfare services now functioning 
in the area and special facilities 
for some of tht more nctivc 
groups.
The need for the annex was 
first realized scvernl years ngo 
when the health centre building 
on Qucenswny was unable to fur­
nish space for the voluntary 
groups.
A committee wns set up of 
Mrs. T. F. McWilliams, Mrs. A. 
II. Hooper, L. R. Stephens, Dr. 
D. A. Clarke, F, R. Alcock, A, E, 
Winter nnd John Woodworth to 
proceed with plans and financing 
OBTAIN GRANTS 
The group obtained $5,000 
grants from the Cnnndinn Cancer 
Society, tho B.C. Tuberculosis 
Society nnd the Kinsmen's Polio 
Fund; $740 from both tho federal 
nnd provincial health depart­
ments; $2,500 from the Canadian 
Ited Cross. >
Additional costs for furptturo
TWO QUEENS
LONDON (CP) — Sir Robert 
Grimston, Conservative MP and 
former postmaster-general, urges 
official recognition next year o 
the ,400th anniversary of the ac­
cession to the throne of the first 
Queen Elizabeth. He plans to ask 
Postmaster-General Ernest Ma­
ples to consider issuing a com­
memorative stamp bearing the 




Ninety-six people were In at­
tendance when the Okanagan So­
cial Credit group held a New 
•Year’s party at the Women’s In­
stitute Hall. Premier W. A. C. 
Bennett and Mrs. Bennett drop­
ped in during the evening and 
extended New Year’s greetings. 
The evening, which was under 
the chairmanship of Mrs. E. 
Pearsc, was spent in playing 
cards and contests, which caused 
much amusement, and ’dancing. 
Refreshments wera enjoyed by 
all.
CABINETS 
W INDOW S 
i r  FRAM ES 
- k  G EN ER A L 
M ILLW 0 R K
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When your doctor gives you a 
prescription, you can’t do bet­
ter than take it to Long Super 
Drugs. Here a staff of three 
graduate pharmacists is wait­
ing and eager to give you fast, 
efficient service in the inter­
ior’s most modern drug store. 
The motto of the courteous 
pharmacists in attendance is 
Speed but Accuracy. If you are 
unable to wait for your pres­
cription. take advantage of the 
free delivery service.
Remember — for prescriptions 
. . . it's Longs.
L O N G
SUPER DRUGS LT D .
"Wh^re All Kelowna Saves"
W ife Preservers
UrEiii’fflt.in,
nnd equipment were handled by 
the city.
The new annex will provide of­
fice nnd administration space for 
groups which need it nnd meet­
ing rooms for others. ______
At next Wednesday's opening, 
meeting will be held of repre­
sentatives from all groups inter­
ested inf using the bu'ldlng to set 
up n management committee, 
They wll manage the annex in 
co-operation with the health unit 
nh l̂ the City of Kclownn,
PLEA TO PRINCESS
OXFORD, England (CP)—The 
Oxford nnd district society for 
abolition of cruel sports has writ­
ten to Princess Margaret regret­
ting her attendance at a hounds 
meeting. "We respectfully beg 
you to consider the cruelty nnd 
uselessness of this sport nnd to 









For Flash Delivery 
that always FREE
Just Dial
3  3 3  3
o V i N £
v  STORAGE
- Why have gtatiei if you can't 
through them? A half-water, half- 
ammonia cleaning solution in a  
tiny medicine bottle can be tucked 
•atily in a purse or desk drawer.
NOTICE
O V E R W A I T E A  L T D .
W ill be CLOSED on Friday 
Evenings as of January 3rd
This we are not' in favor of, HOW­
EVER, as this is the wish of the ma­
jority of the merchants in Kelowna, 





JEN K IN S
C A R T A G E L T D .
Agent* far North American 




WITH P R O F E S S I O N A L  RESULTS 
.  .  . S A V E  H A L F  T H E  COST
It's easy now to keep your rugs 
clean, sanitary and sparkling with 
beauty) just rent our Clarke Rug 
Shampoo Equi pment  and get 
professional results at half the 
costl, Quick, easy, and sale,











BUY BOOI$ TICKETS AND SAVE
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’’T H E  S C EP T R E 
A N D  T H E  M A C E "
The Queen’s visit to Canada nnd the 
United States — in glorious color 
(Evenings Only)
■........ *...... j .. '>1.......... ■■■Mil*.........
Twice Nightly —  7:00 and 9:15 
Saturday Continuous from 1:00 —* Cartoons
COINING MONDAY —  DOUBLE DIM,
MR. ROCK AND ROLL 
SHORTCUT TO HELL
/ .
THIS W A S  A  CLOSE O N E!
Vernon Canadians played up' loops’ 7-5 victory over Pentic- 
to their boast last night in Ke- , ton narrowed the Packers lead 
lowna Arena when they hustled to live points. In the above ac- 
fo a 5-4 victory over the league tion, Ray Powell is seen snap­
leading Kelowna Packers. Kam- ping a quick shot at Hal Gordon
who appears to be defying the 
laws of gravity by standing on 
his heels.
' (Courier Staff Photo)
S P O R T IIO H T  '
O S H L Hockey Fans Drink 
Tangiest Cocktail Oil Ice
By GEORGE INGLIS
(Courier Sports Editor)
H O C K EY  SCORES [
OKANGAN SENIOR
Vernon 5, Kelowna 4 
Kamloops 7, Pentictoi 5
OIIA-NOHA SENIOR A
Windsor 1, Sudbury 3 
Kitcheqer 7, Chatham 4
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Providence 1, Richester 5 
Springfield 1, Cleveland 5
OHA EASTERN SENIOR A
Kingston 3, Pembroke 0 
Cornwall 1, Belleville 5
WESTERN LEAGUE
Winnipeg 5. Edmontoi. 2 
Victoria 3, Vancouver 5
MARITIME SENIOR
Amherst 11, Summerside 9
INTERNATIONAL LEAGUE
Troy 4, Louisville 6
8ASKATHEWAN JUNIOR
Prince Albert 4,'Estevan 3
Packers In hriller
H O C K EY S TAN D IN G S
Coach George Agar was a long went right Into his pads, 
way from his threat to skate the Orv Lavell, back in strip. 
Kelowna Packers Into the ice last looked stronger and played .nore 
night, but he managed to edge time. Powell was back running 
the league leaders in a game that his regular shift, and seemed to 
was anybody's contest, and a be able to skate well on his in­
thriller in the closing moments of I jured leg, although he favored
By THE CANADIAN PRESS 
WHL
COAST DIVISION
W L T F A Pts 
22 10 1 118 76 45 
20 17 0 116 118 40 
17 15 2 110 112 36 





Hockey fans in the Okanagan Valley who complain of lack 
of variety are talking through their chapeaux.
ki this the tenth year since the league started its fumbling 
footsteps along the Allan Cup trail, the league has made its in­
delible mark on the Canadian hockey scene, and gives every 
indication of continuing to do so.
With a world champion, two Allan Cup champions, four 
Patton Cup champions, five Savage Cup champions in its short 
history, it has become the name to reckon with in B.C.’s senior 
hockey picture, as well as providing the entire world with one 
of the most thrilling hockey stories ever written—the story of 
the Penticton V’s.
Beside the thrills of play-off hockey the fans have seen 
right on their door-steps—with such clubs as the Yorkton Ter­
riers, Winnipeg Maroons, Chatham Maroons, Sudbury Wolves 
playing the local clubs—the league has seen some of the most 
colorful players in the history of hockey, certainly in modern 
hockey. '
This is far from being history, either. Last year the Vernon 
Canucks narrowly lost out to the Spokane Flyers in their attempt 
to go all the way to the Allan Cup for the second time, and this 
year indications are for the winnl* to come out of this tight, 
strongly, knit league.
With just slightly over a third of their games to play, the 
pace is due to become fast and furious as the dubs go down to 
the wire for the play-off positions.
Until the last few games, when the Packers stretched their 
legs and the Penticton club had trouble keeping stride, the league 
was one of the tightest-packed in the country, and is the only 
one in the country in which there have been no foregone con­
clusions, with the exception of the brother W1HL, which seems to 
be providing upsets in abundance lately. ■
■ All of which makes interesting watching, you lucky people.
N E W  FA C ETS OF ’58
There may be some upsets in this league, also, before the 
play-offs strike, but one thing is sure, there have been a lot of 
changes made. The biggest changes have been in administration 
. of recent years, but this year it’s mostly in performance.
The Kelowna Packers are well out in front of the league. 
Thi;» in itself is new, but the fact that they are in front without 
ever having had to extend themselves, playing with a short-hand­
ed club, is even more to be open-mouthed at. The fact that is 
really a stunner, however, is the harmony, spirit and most of all 
coach Jack O’Reilly still in the saddle. This is so far different 
from the Packers of former years it is practically revelatory
The Kamloops Chiefs, however, arc not being smiled upon 
so favorably. They have slipped back to seven points behind the 
leaders, in spite of the fact they have been playing with a full 
ior near-full roster for a large part of the season. This is not new 
exactly, but is new since McKenzie has taken over, The innova 
tion with them, however, is the loss of their coach, Bob Dawes, 
to the ranks of player. This is not like the Chiefs, and even more 
cruel is the way their gates have been falling off lately after an 
early season burst that saw them out-draw every club in the 
league for two months.
The Vernon Canadians are looking at the league from a 
new spot for them, based on the last couple of years. To be in 
third spot, and to be beaten as badly as they have in this year’s 
play is an unaccustomed state of affairs for manager-coach 
George Agar and his co-operative crew. However, the new look 
may be in store for them in the New Year, and most certainly 
they are going to be the most dangerous club in the league to 
anyone with aspirations of conquest. A change in their style o 
play this year has been noticed and commented on favorably.
The Penticton V’s, once the best in amateur hockey in,the 
world, have been faring in rougher style than they arc nccustomcc 
to. Starting out the season with declamations of spending, they 
have been forced to conic out of their shell in this respect lately 
and have also made a change in coaches. Unlike McKenzie, who 
intends to carry on coaching himself, the V’s put a tried and true 
old trooper in place of Hal Tarnla, who remained on the scene 
ns a defence man. ‘
Bcrnio Bathgate, their choice as a successor to Tarala, is 
one hockey player liked by fans and players alike, and many 
hockey lovers had often remarked on the oddity of the cx-NHLcr 
being overlooked in the southern city’s search for some one to 
fill the spot left vacant with the secession of Grant ’’Knobby 
Warwick, the conch of the world champs.
T H IN G S N O  COME
Predictions are tough to make in a league that’s as tight 
ns this one, especially when they arc going to appear in black 
ami-white, however, wc Will stick out neck out.
The Packers will finish on top handsomely. They will do 
this because they have n championship club that has, never been 
extended this year yet as a 15-man entity. Wlicq they get a fu 
team, nil going strong, they will bo unbeatable in tins league
The Canadians will finish second because they arc a tong 1 
and dangerous bunch of sharp-shooters, backed up by a lot o 
years of hockey.
The Chiefs and Vccs will battle is out for third, narrowly 
edged by the Caflucks, and it will he anybody's game right to 
lhc\wirc for the last two spots.
' And the play-offs? They will provide upsets.
Minor Clubs 
Split Pair
Kelowna’s minor hockey clubs 
got away in the New Year with a 
split against the Vernon juvenile 
and midget teams.
In Kelowna, the midgets lost 
their second game of the season, 
going down to a 5-1 defeat at 
the hands of the Vernon club. It 
was the worst loss of the season 
for the powerful midgets, who 
are on top of the league with 
only two losses so far.
The juveniles travelled to Ver­
non and downed the home club 
6-3, to pull up to one point behind 
the league leading . Penticton 
juves.
In the Kelowna game, Martin 
Schaefer, assisted by Sonny 
Herbst, scored the only local 
marker, in the middle frame.
Freeman, two-goal man for 
Vernon, opened the scoring at 
the 6:00 minute mark, and Cull 
added another marker eight 
minutes later, to give the north­
ern boys a 2-0 lead going into 
the middle stanza.
Schaefer put the locals within 
striking distance with his goal 
at 7:10, but McCall added an 
insurance marker at 11:50, and 
Freeman gut in his second of 
the game three minutes later 
to put the game on ice.
Ouchi’s goal in the final frame 
just put the game more in the 
bag, and the Kelowna boys were 
unable "to Come through for sub­
stitute coach Don “Sol” Culley, 
who has been working the club 
while regular coach A1 Laface 
las been in hospital.
PRAIRIE DIVISION
Winnipeg 22 13 0 116 92 44
Edmonton 19 14 1 127 95 39
Sask.-St. Paul 13 18 0 82 119 26
Calgary 12 21 1 94 114 ?5
Okanagan Senior
W L T F A Pts 
Kelowna 21 12 2 168 124 44
Kamloops 19 15 1 159 172 39
Vernon 16 18 1 149 167 33
Penticton 11 22 2 147 170 24
VANCOUVER (CP) — Bill Mc­
Mahon said Friday he will resign 
Monday night as president of the 
B.C. Lions of thhe Western Inter- 
provincial Football Union and in­
dicated he made the decision 
partly because he doesn’t agree 
with the way the league conducts 
its operations.
“I don’t agree with /the rules 
we have to work under in this 
league,” he said. “We don’t have 
league in the real sense of the 
word — it’s more of an associa­
tion with everyone out for him­
self." ■ ’
League members should be 
helping each other in every way
Tw o N e w  Coaches 
Take Over N H L  
Clubs Tonight
By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Two new coaches, poles apart 
in temperament and experience 
but facing a common dilemma 
take over N a t i o n a l  Hockey 
League clubs tonight.
The two are Sid Abel and Rudy 
Pilous and their common prob 
lem is getting their teams—De 
troit Red Wings and Chicago 
Black Hawks—up from the bot­
tom of the league and into the 
plavoffs.
Abel, a 39-year-old veteran of 
12 seasons as a great NHL centre 
and two ns an NHL conch, takes 
over a Detroit team which hns 
floundered this year after nearly 
a decade of supremacy. Pilous 
42, is making his first nppenr 
nnce in the big time, as player or 
conch, at the helm of a team 
which has known only last place 
for many years, but iii trying to 
rebuild,
For Abel the return to Detroit’ 
Olympia Arcnn is a return to the 
scene of his greatest triumphs— 
ns centre for Gordie Ilowe nnd 
Ted Lindsay on the Wings’ great 
production line In the late ’40s 
and onrlv’f>0’s.
Tonight’s enmc ngntnst the 
Cnnndlens in Montreal will be the 
quiet-snoken Abel’s first active 
participation In hockey since he 
resigned from the Black Ilnwks 
after two years ns conch, which
play, ending 5-4 for the defending 
champs.
The win, coupled with the 
Chiefs come-back victory against 
the Penticton V’s, meant the 
Packers are five points ahead, 
with the Canucks still just three 
games behind the Chiefs/
The Packers played a better 
passing game, but not as crisp 
as they have displayed for the 
past few games, and the Canucks 
played dump and run hockey, 
aided by the breaks and some 
smart work by their wily old pro 
coach.
TEMP.O INCREASED
The Canucks played their usual 
rough style of hockey, and in­
creased the tempo of high stick 
ing, hooking, charging and elbow­
ing when referee Bill Neilson 
missed a number of obvious in­
fractions.
Both goalies were standouts, 
although Dave Gatherum had a 
tougher row to hoe, since most 
of his shots were the screened 
variety the Vernon excells in. 
Hal Gordon was made look good, 
especially in the firs t, frame, 
when a number of Packers shots
it a bit.
Moe Young played a strong, 
tough-checking game for the, 
Packers, and narrowly missed a 
couple of goals after bulling his 
way down through the whole 
club.
“Moose” Middleton, Packers
captain and club veteran, played 
to win the hockey game, work­
ing like a Trojan, and reached 
the 79-point mark with the ef­
fort.
Pat Coburn played his usual 
hc'ads-up defence game, and 
gave the club the tying goal at 
4-4, as well as pressing hard in 
the last minutes in an endeavor 
to score again. The smooth old 
pro was the standout hockey 
player on the club.
For the opening minutes of 
play, the clubs fenced carefully,
GEORGE INGLIS — SPORTS EDITOR
JAN. 1958 THE DAILY COURIER





By THE CANADIAN PRESS
Vancouver Canucks and Win­
nipeg Warriors, respective lead­
ers in the W e s t e r n  Hockey 
League’s Coast and Prairie di­
visions, both consolidated their 
positions and moved five points 
ahead of their nearest rivals Fri­
day night.
Vancouver d o w n e d  Victoria 
Cougars 5-3 at Vancouver to move 
further ahead of New Westmin­
ster Royals and 26 points ahead, 
of lowly Victoria. Winnipeg beat 
Edmonton Flyers 5-2 at Edmon­
ton.
At Vancouver, 4,000 fans saw 
one of the cleanest games in re­
cent weeks with only three pen­
alties being handed out.
that will make the league 
stronger. I can’t speak for other 
clubs, but if anyone has done 
anything to 'h e lp  Vancouver 
haven’t heard of it.”
JVIcMahon, who is one of 27 
candidates for 14 openings as 
Lions directors, said he believes 
the league should become really 
professional and throw out all 
import resrictions.
‘But even with unlimited im­
ports, I’m still in favor of contin­
ued aid to build up minor Cana 
dian football. ,
“And one of opr biggest tasks 
should be to" strive to get 
league executive to think in terms 
of what’s good for football and 
the league and to make the game 





Chiefs Come Back 
To Dump the Vees
PENTICTON (CP) —Kamloops 3. Kamloops, Dawes (Hryfciuk, D
Chapman To Coach 
All-Star Western 
Puck League Game
SEATTLE (CP)—Art Chapman 
of Vancouver Canucks will coach 
the coast team in next Wednes­
day’s all-star western hockey lea­
gue game at Calgary.
Chapman got the nod when his 
team downed New Westminster 
Royals 3-1 New Year’s day, A1 
Leader, president of,the WIIL, an­
nounced Friday.
Aide Pike of Winnipeg Warriors 
will pilot the prairie side.
Stole The Ring 
Heads Horses In 
Queen's Plate
TORONTO (CP) — Stole the 
Ring, an unbeaten filly racing 
under the colors of Miss Blnnchc 
Armstrong of Toronto, heads the 
Ontario Jockey Club list, roleased 
Friday, of the 106 two-year-olds 
still elclglblo for the ,99th running 
of the Queen’s Plate in June,
NEW YORK (AP) — By the 
margin of one point on the score- 
card of referee Teddy Martin, 
Paolo Rosi today owns, a split 
10-round decision over Johnny 
Busso in a battle of lightweight 
contender's.
Although New York fights are 
scored by rounds, officials may 
resort to a four-point system in 
case the rounds come out even. 
The winner of a round gets from 
one to four points and the loser 
none. -
• Martin gave Rossi two points 
for his third-round effort against 
Busso Friday night at Madison 
Square Garden and voted it even 
in rounds, 5-5. Each round win­
ner received only one point with 
the exception of Rossi in the 
third when he shook up his heav­
ier opponent.
Judge Joe Agnello voted for 
Rosi 6-4 by rounds and judge 
Jack Gordon saw Busso a 5-4-1 
winner.
Rossi, fifth ranked lightweight, 
comnloingd about the weight af­
ter the televised fight. He gave 
away 5% pounds to Busso who 
weighed 141 to Rossi’s 135%. 
RoSi’s handlers claimed they had 
a • private agreement at 138 
Dounds although the official con­
tract called for 140, give or take 
a pound.
Chiefs scored six goals in the third 
period to overcome a 4-1 deficit 
and hand the Penticton V’s a 7-5 
loss in a penalty-studded Okana­
gan Senior Hockey League game 
Friday night before 1,600 fans.
V's took a 3-1 lead in the first 
frame and scored the only goal of 
the second period, when Bill War­
wick of Kamloops drew a minor, 
misconduct and was finally tag­
ged out with a game misconduct 
for breaking his stick over the 
boards while arguing with referee 
Qordie Hamilton.
Wanvick skated from the ice 
and threw his gloves, sweater and 
shoulder pads onto the ice,
After two periods of ragged 
play during which there was a 
steady parade of players to the 
penalty box, both teams poured it 
on in the final.
Don Slater, Walt Peacosh and 
Bob Harper scored for the V’s 
in the opening period. Bob Dawes 
replied for the Chiefs. In the sec 
ond, rookie Eddie Diachuk tallied 
for Penticton. Then the Chiefs 
wpnt on the warpath 
Bill Hryciuk cut the V’s lead to 
4-3 with a pair of breakaway 
goals. Rookie Johnny Utendale 
restored the V’s two goal lead 
but Buddy-Evans came right back 
for the Chiefs.
Rookie Alf Cadman scored the 
tying goal at 16:50 and veteran 
Johnny Milliard notched what 
proved to be the winner with 
slightly more than two minutes 
remaining,
Hryciuk scored his third goal 
of the night and of the period with 
20 seconds left, firing the puck 
idto an empty net after V’s net- 
minder George Wood had been 
benched in fayor of a sixth attack­
er. V’s outshot the Chiefs 36-33 
SUMMARY 
First period—1. Penticton, Slat 
er (Conway) 10:46; 2; Penticton 
Peayssh (Harper, Slater) 11:47
Warwick) 12:00; 4. Penticton, 
Harper (Peacosh, Slater) 18:52. 
Penalties: Kernaghan 5:30, Cad­
man 7:04, W. Slater 8:07, Evans 
(misconduct) 8:47, Hunchuk and 
Utendale 12:11, Slater 14:55, Tag 
gart 16:38, B. Warwick and Con­
way 16:45.
Second period — 5. Penticton 
Diachuk (Utendale) 8:06. Penal­
ties: B. Warwick and Utendale 
35, Utendale 2:57, Kernaghan 
•49, Hunchuk 6:04, Shirley , (mis­
conduct) 9:05, Utendale 11:23, B 
Warwick (misconduct and game 
misconduct) 12:19, Woods 12:19
Third period—6, Kamloops, Hry­
ciuk: (Milliard, Hunchuk) 3:10; 
Kamloops, Hryciuk (Milliard, Sa- 
sakamoose) 9:42; 8. Penticton 
Utendale (Wakshinski, Conway) 
14:37; 9. Kamloops, jSvans (Mil­
liard, Hryciuk 14:50; 10. Kam 
loops, Cadman (Dawes) 16:50; 11 
Kamloops, Milliard (Dawes, Ev­
ans) 17:17; 12. Kamloops, Hry­
ciuk (Milliard, Dawes) 19:40 
Penalties: Hunchuk 5:45, Slater 
6:15; Conway 7:54, Hunchuk 
12:25, Hunchuk 15:00, Slater 16:40, 
Conway (misconduct) 19:34.
M A JO R  LEA G U E B A L L  P A R L E Y
Recommend Cities W ith Population 
Tw o Million Plus Have T w o  Teams
NEW YORK (AP) -  Base- 
ball’s mnjor leagues at (heir 
joint session three weeks from 
today are cxnccted to nporovc a 
recommendation to make any 
city with1 a 2,000,000 population 
eligible to have two major league 
clubs, ,
Tills recommendation, a l o n g  
with n number of provisions, wos 
Included in a report Frldnv to 
B a n o b n 11 Commissioner Ford 
Frick by a special four-map com 
m|ttee, nnpolntcd last/ month to 
explore the territorial rights sit­
uation.
' The recommendations , c mi l d  
possibly make two - team cities 
out of Los Angeles, Phlladclnhln, 
Detroit and New York, along 
with Chicago, and would con­
demn New York's Polo Grounds 
Park, The five cites are tha on|y 
ones with 2,000,000 or indre popu 
lotion,
i The vote will be by leagues, hot
by clubs, In case of a deadlock 
the commissioner will bo em­
powered to e n s t  the deciding 
vote, Frick Indicated how ho will 
vote when he said he was “very 
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MONTREAL , (CP) ■ Dune 
Munro, 56, hockey and football 
star during Canada’s colorful 
sports era of the 1920’s, died Fri­
day night at his Montreal home 
A native of Toronto, he wns 
cnptnln of Canada’s 1024 Olym­
pic chnmplonshlp hockey team 
nnd the first high-salaried pro­
fessional hockey star ns a mem­
ber of Montreal’s fnbulous Na­
tional Hockey League Mnroons,
Attention Herb! 
N e ft Interested 
In Lions' O ffe r
PITTSBURGH (AP) — Pete 
Neff, former Pitt quarterback 
just released from the United 
States Air Force, has indicated 
he will play professional football 
with one of four Canadinn teams 
Neft was drafted by Pittsburgh 
Steclers of . the National Football 
League after his graduation in 
1955, but he entered the nir force 
He returned home Friday follow­
ing his : discharge.
“The Steclers haven’t shown 
too much interest in me," Neft 
said, “but four Canadian teams 
have made me offers to play next 
season. Tiro most Interesting hns 
been the one from the Vancouver 
(British Columbia Lions) club."
General Manager Herb Cnpozzi 
returned to Vancouver earlier in 
the week after n scouting tour in 
the United States, He intlmntcd 
that nt Icnst two new plnyers 
would be joining B.C, Lions ns 
n result of pcrRonnl contncts.
feeling each other out, while Ver­
non gained confidence. Then Agar 
carried the puck Into' Packers 
teYritory on a blazing ruuh, pulled 
both defence men over to the 
corner - and rifled a pass out to 
Blair, alone nnd unchecked in 
front, for the opening ma£ker.
A minute later Roche, Kaiser 
and Middleton went down on a 
passing play, with Middleton 
putting the finishing touches from 
about 15 feet out on a high back­
hand from his. left side.
PACKERS AHEAD 
In the middle frame, Greg 
Jablonski took the puck from 
Bugs Jones, and deked More, 
picked up speed, went around 
Steeyk, and right in to pot a 
beautiful goal and put the Pack­
ers ahead.
Vernon went to town then, and 
McLeod rifled In a long screened 
shot on a pass from Agar, and 
Trentini added another on a high 
shot that Gatherum saved, then 
dropped just over the crease. 
Three minutes and six seconds 
from the first Vernon goal of the 
frame, Schmidt rifled in a screen­
ed shot from a difficult angle 
fairly close In, and the score read 
4-2 for tho Canucks.
Three minutes later Middleton 
carried the puck into the comer 
on a power play, wrestled it away 
from Lcbodia on the boards, 
passed it out to Durban, who put 
it across to Roche for a lovely 
shot on the open goal from the 
lean angle, after Gordon had 
made a move at Durban.
In the third frame, Coburn 
sent the crowd into gales of 
cheers by drilling a low hard shot 
from just outside the blue line 
and tying the game at 4-4, 
DYING MINUTES HECTIC 
The Packers had the steam on 
in the dying minutes when Smith 
was given a holding penalty, at 
18:31. The Packers held on and 
seconds later Lowe and Durban 
both went off for high sticking, 
at 19:04. The Packers pulled 
Gatherum and the struggle was 
on, with Gordon even leaving his 
net to fight along the boards for 
possession.
McLeod drew a charging pen­
alty at 19:37, and the seconds 
seemed like minutes as both 
dubs fought desperately for pos­
session, with the Packers still 
holding the puck in the Vernon 
end when the bell ended the 
game.
Canuck Golfers 
Drop Behind In 
U .S . Tournament
LOS ANGELES (AP)—The Los 
Angeles Open golf tournament 
swings into its second day today 
with the scramble~for-the_$35,000 
prize money very much in doubt.
Smiley Quick, 48-year-old Los 
Angeles professional, was the 
pacesetter Friday, his four-under- 
Dar 67 topping the field of 151. 
But 38 players were bunched at 
72 or less, among them Toronto’s 
A1 Balding who had rounds of 
35 and 36 for a 71 total.
Two other Canadian entrants 
didn't fare as well. Jerry Magee 
of Toronto shot a 77 and Bob 
Wylie of Calgary carded an 81.
Just one stroke behind Quick 
were Frank Stranahan of Toledo, 
Ohio, Bob Rossbiirg, Napa, Calif:, 
Stan Dudas, Philadelphia and 
veteran Dutch H a r r i s o n ,  St. 
Louis. .
Texan Bo Winlngcr and Mile 
Krak of Morgnntown, W. Va., 
were deadlocked two strokes be­
hind Quick at 69.
SUMMARY 
FIRST PERIOD
1. Vernon, Blair (Agar) 14.21
2. Kelowna, Middleton (Kaiser, 
Roche) 15:30
Penalties: Swarbrick 3:55, Tren­
tini 3:55.
SECOND PERIOD
3. Kelowna, Jablonski (Jones)
4:45 -
4. Vernon, McLeod (Agar)‘5:09
5. Vernon, Trentini (King) 6:42
6. Kelowna, Roche (Middleton, 
Durban) 11:36
Penalties: Harms :22, McLeod 
10:15.
THIRD PERIOD
8. Kelowna, Cobum (Kaiser, Mid­
dleton) 10:14
9. Vernon, King (McLeod) 12:38 
Penalties: Smith 18:31, Lowa 
-19:05, Durham 19:05, McLeod 
19:37.
Excellent Buys in 
Good, Used
O N  A N
Lighting Plants
A T I O N A L
m a c h in e r y
m(§ l,m,ted
THAT EXPERT TOUCH 
THAT M^ANS $ 0  MUCH
Wc udjust, repair, rebuild 
nil types of machines,
New and Second Hand 
Typewriters for sale,





S ER V IC E
Service is 







Family Skatlnr 3:30 - S p.m.
SUNDAY EVENING 
Club Skating 8-10 p.m.
SKATES SHARPENED
W ILLIA M S  
M E N ?  W EA R
S a t e  V / /
OF 2-PANTS
v„
^  S u i t a
Spcciul Mndc-lo-Mcasurc 
Suits 911 Sale During 
January
Extra Pants Free, or 20% 




N ew  and Used M otors For Sale 
M O T O R  REW INDS -  ELECTRICAL R EPAIRS
Industrial nnd Commercial Wiring Installations
Sawmill nnd (Alter Industrial Plant Maintenance
1 * / *
IN TERIO R
IN D U S T R IA L ELEC TR IC
LT D .
1 1 3 5  ELLIS ST.
A .
/





IN THIS, the first lesson of 
the new year, we begin a study 
of the doctrine of the Church, 
• s  found in the New Testament, 
in which the first mention of the 
church is made. “This series is 
designed to set forth the origin, 
nature and mission of the Chris­
tian church,” according to the 
International Bible Lessons for 
Christian Teaching.
St. Matthew tells us .that “When 
Jesus came into the coasts of 
Caesarea-Philippi, the farther 
most northern part of Palestine,” 
He turned to His disciples and
that I the Son of man 
They told Him that some said 
that He was John the Baptist; 
some Elijah, others Jeremiah or 
one of the prophets. Then Jesus 
said: "But whom say ye that I 
am?”
’ Simon Peter answered, “Thou 
art the Christ, the Son of the 
living God.” Jesus answered, 
"Blessed art thou, Simon Bar- 
jonah; for flesh and blood hath 
not revealed unto thee, but My 
Father which is in heaven. And 
I say unto thee, that thou art 
Peter, and upon this rock I will





T H E  G O LD EN  T E X T
THE GOOD-SHEPHERD . . .
“He is the head of the body, | dead; that in all things He 
the church: who is the begin- I might have the pre-eminence, 
ning, the firstborn from the ■ Colossians 1:18,
am?” of hell shall not prevail against 
it.”
How true was Jesus’ prophecy! 
Centuries later, all the forces of 
evil have not been able to prevail 
against the Christian Church 
which has spread all over the 
world to nations unknown in 
Jesus’ time, and it is still spread­
ing.
With the net words of Jesus 
to Peter, about giving him the 
“keys of the kingdom of heaven, 
and whatsoever thou shalt loose 
on earth shall be bound in heaven; 
and whatsoever thou shalt loose 
on earth shall be loosed in 
heaven,” there are so many dif­
fering interpretations that we 
have no space here to comment 
on them. W. O. Carver writes 
that Jesus was offering Peter “not 
power but duty, not privilege but 
responsibility.”
Now we turn to Paul’s Epistle 
to the Ephesians, where he writes, 
“Now, therefore ye are no more 
strangers and foreigners, but fel­
low citizens with the saints, and 
of the household of God; and art 
built upon the foundation of the 
apostles and prophets, Jesus 
(Christ being the chief corner­
stone; in whom all the building 
together groweth unto an holy 
temple in the Lord; in whom ye 
also are builded together for an 
habitation of God through the 
Spirit.” This surely implies that 
no one, irrespective of race, color 
or origin, need feel as a stranger 
or “foreigner” in God’s holy 
temple.
What is the “corner-stone” of 
a building? The dictionary says, 
“ the principal stone at the corner 
of a building." The younger chil­
dren could be questioned about 
what they know of the erection 
of a building—a schoolhouse, for 
instance—what is the first step? 
The employment of an architect, 
then collection of all the material 
with which it will be built; hiring 
of skilled workers.
The laying of the corner-stone 
in any important building, and 
especially of a church or temple, 
is always an impressive cere­
mony. Both the younger Classes 
and the more adult would be in 
terested in the various steps it 
takes to erect a large, important 
building, and the teacher might 
call attention to the church of 
which they are members, and 
suggest that they strive to find 
means in which they can serve it, 
and remember that in doing so 
they will also serve Jesus Christ, 
the “Corner-stone” of the edifice.
U \ ri\
DED IC ATION THIS W EEKEND
cerem on ies for
Calvary Tem- 




nessed by some of the most 
prominent men ity political and 
business'fields df B.C., includ­
ing Lt. Gov. F. M. Ross and 
Premier W. A.» C. Bennett. 
Pastor of the church is Hon. 
P. A. Gaglardi, Minister of
Highways. Guest speaker will 
be R. G. LeTourneau, U.S. in­
dustrial genius, who will be 
flying up from Texas for the 
occasion. Banquet for 6 0 0 
guests is planned on Saturday. 
Chartered flight from Van­
couver alone will carry close to 
forty of the Lower Mainland's 
key business and industrial 
figures.
S D A  Volunteer 
Society Plans 
1958 Projects
Thfeme of this year’s first meet­
ing of  ̂Seventh Day Adventist 
Missionary Volunteer Society 
was “Winding the Clock for ’58" 
—a prospectus of projects for the 
coming year.
In 1958, the Sunshine Bahd, 
under F. Sayler will visit shut 
Ins each Saturday afternoon to 
bring sacred verse and song fnto 
their homes. As well as members 
of the SDA congregation, the 
band will visit anyone brought 
to their attention. •
Following a song service, can­
dlelight initiation of new offic­
ers was conducted by Pastor A. 
5. Hemple.
New leaders of the society is 
I. Herzog. Secretary-treasurer 
>nd pianist is Jean Gable: sun* 
hine band and choir leader, F. 
lay]or; and fellowship secretary 
's Elwin Liske.
CHURCH ROUNDS
Rutland Women ^V . . . .
Name Officers* ‘ .■
RUTLAND—The United Church {topic for study during 1958—t 
Women’s Federation has named “Japan”—giving, the first talk-, 
Mrs. Stanley Bcardmqp-c prvsi- on this subject. r:
dent for 1958. During the past year the ladlest
The election was held in the'roised $90 for the Women’s Mis- 
church basement recently. sionary Society, as well as the
Mrs. F. L. Fitzpatrick was re- amoun* rn ŝc^  ôr other pur- 
elected vice-president for an- j, ,  „  . r
other term. Mrs. Arthur Gee.n At thp close of the meeting re>-
freshments were served by Mrs.
SCOTTISH PALACE
The Palace of Holyroodhouse, 
official royal residence at Edin­
burgh, Scotland, started as an ab­
bey guest house in 1128,
was again chosen secretary, and 
Mrs. Reynold Lentz was elected 
treasurer.
The financial statement pre­
sented, by Mrs. Beardmorc, the 
retiring treasurer, showed a bal­
ance m hand of $272. The mem­
bers voted $50 from this balance 
toward the church missionary 
and maintenance fund.
In the year just ending the 
federation raised over $900 which 
wasiexpended on janitor services 
for the church, furnishings for 
church and manse, and the sum 
of $200 to the Union College fund.
The. meeting discussed plans 
for the ensuing year, and final 
arrangements for the social ev 
ening in the church basement 
hall on New Year’s Eve 
introauc
C. Shunter and Mrs. Goodrich
7  Crewmep Saved 
As> Dragger Sinks
Cora Goodrich 
GLOUCESTER. Mass. <AP)— 
The 86-foot Gloucester dragger 
St. Anthony sank 91 miles south­
east of Boston Friday night, but 
her crew of seven was taken off* 
safely. . Z.
.The St. Anthony, valued at 
$100,000, sent a distress message 
Friday afternoon when she began 
to leak badly through the stuff­
ing box, where the propeller shaft 
enters the hull.
Four minutes’ later the crew 
Mrs. I was taken aboard' another Glou* 
ecd the cester dragger.
T
By IVY HAYDEN 
Daily Courier Staff Writer
t. C H U R C H  S ER V IC ES
SAT., THE DAILY COURIER
For the Ladies Aid to Grace |Schmok, his twin grandsons were;
f - ' *>'....
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M O V E S  IN TO  POLITICS
Another hat in the ring for 
the leadership o( the Liberal 
Party has been announced by 
Bev., II. L, Henderson, mayor 
of Portage la Prairie, shown
with his wife. He announced ho 
may be a candidate at the 
Ottawa convention to add in­
terest to the contest, Lester 




HONG KONG YAP)— Red China 
has re-arrested Bishop Joseph Hu 
of Taichow and sentenced him 
and two other clerics to long 
prison terms, the Catholic Sun­
day Examnier reported today.
The 75-year-old bishop, who was 
imprisoned in 1955 and later re­
leased, was seized again recent­
ly on a charge of being count­
er-revolutionary, t h e  weekly 
church paper said.
It quoted a communist broad­
cast from Hangchow.
The priests were Father Paul 
Su, apostolic administrator of the 
diocese of Yungkia, and Father 
Joseph Wang, acting bishop of 
Ningpo diocese.
The three clergymen were giv­
en sentences ranging from 10 to 
20 years, the broadcast said. It 
did not specify the individual 
penalties. *
The paper sa id '  that of 30 
Chinese bishops still in China, 
about half now are in jail.
"Information reaching Hong 
Kong indicates those living in 
‘freedom’ are so restricted by 
the government that it is impos­





COLOMBO, Ceylon <Reuters)— 
Helicopters hnve so far distrib­
uted 170 tons of food in Ceylon’s 
flood-stricken eastern' province, it 
was announced here todny,
Medical supplies brought in by 
Royal Canadian Air Force planes 
Friday night were being distrib 
uted today,
Prime Minister Solomon Ban- 
dnrnonlke meantime began a two- 
day aerial tour of the ravaged 
areas in which nn cstlmatod 250 
persons died and 300,000 were 
innde homeless.
Indinn nir force planes dis­
tributed 5R,000 pounds of food Fri­
day and Indinn medical teams in 
helicopters gave aid
Baptist church, the annual ban­
quet is one of the year’s high­
lights. Last Monday, more than 
60 members attended the popu­
lar event. Dinner was followed 
by an interesting program which 
included musical numbers.
Double purpose of the annual 
banquet is to bring ladies of 'the 
congregation together for an eve­
ning of friendship and dedication, 
and to raise funds for missionary 
work.
The Young People’s group of 
Grace Baptist Church elected of­
ficers recently. They include: 
president, Eric Freid; vice-pre­
sident, Walter Hait; secretary, 
Evelyn Pansegrau; treasurer, 
Klaus Albrecht: group leaders 
Rudie Matheuzik, Deiter Bothe, 
Esther Bredin and Evelyn Beitz.
A work party is being organized 
by Don White to secure colored 
stone from Princeton to make a 
facade for the west front of Mis­
sion Road United church. Instal­
lation of a frame for the stained 
glass cross has been made.
Work is progressing steadily, 
Rev. D. M. Perly reports. The 
new building has been roofed, in­
sulation of walls and ceiling is 
complete, and two natural gas 
furnaces have been installed: 
Christian-education rooms on the 
east and north are almost com­
pleted, and electricians are mak­
ing sure lighting will be in har­
mony with the whole design.
The congregation of First Bap­
tist church is looking forward to 
the visit early in February of a 
gifted musician and church 
worker. , ,
He is T. Elgar Roberts, church 
organizer and evangelist for the 
Baptist Union of Western Canada, 
and organist for Edmonton Es­
kimos football team at all their 
home games.
Mr. Roberts will be conducting 
special services in Kelowna for 
a week.
Mrs. Margaret Ehrman, press 
secretary for Rutland Seventh 
Day Adventist church reports 
that many students from' SDA 
colleges in Canada and the U.S. 
were able to be home for Christ­
mas.
Ampng them was Arthur E. 
Hemple, Jr„  who is presently 
studying at College Place, Wash­
ington. He is the son of Pastor 
A. Hemple.
Also home from College Place 
was Roger Baltrusch. From Cana­
dian Union College in Alberta 
returned Mr; and Mrs. Elmer 
Koronko and their sons; and Jim 
Astleford, Don Johnson and 
Cathy Gustavsen. Melvin SmeL 
and, of Laurelwood Academy in 
Oregon was among former mem 
bers of the congregation back for 
the holidays, as were Robert 
Sarve and Jack Boyd of Walla 
Walla College and Miss Rose Mad- 
nrash, ^.C.A., Spangle, Washing­
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Rick and 
Clara Hawes from Langley, El­
eanor Gustavsen from Toronto, 
Mr. nnd Mrs. A. Kozak of Horse­
fly and Mr. nnd Mrs. E. Rciswig 
of Williams Lake also revisited, 
SDA Dorcas Welfare Centre of­
ficers elected recently for 1958 
arc; director, Mrs. James Wag­
ner; assistant, Mrs. John Kislan- 
ko; secretary, Mrs. Dolly Tqlak 
and assistant secretary, Mrs, 
(Margaret Ehrman.
Those attending the service nt 
People's Mission, will bo shown 
films and told of the work of the 
Missionary Christian Fellowship 
by an outstanding worker in this 
field.
K. V. Illavao, whose travels 
have Included .work in Convrum- 
Ist-dominated countries, vvill visit 
the, Mission to take .part in the 
Sunday evening service, ,
At the marble bnplixirnni font 
presented to Christ 
church in memory of Rev.
christened last Sunday morning.
They are the children of Carl 
and Thelma Schmok of Kelowna.
Gordon Roy, sponsored by Mr. 
and Mrs. Gordon MacKenzie, was 
christened in an heirloom robe, 
once worn by his father,*
The heirloom gown of the fam­
ily of the twin’s maternal grand­
parents, Mr. and Mrs. S. Dooley, 
was worn by Clifford Ralph, who 
was sponsored by Mr. and Mrs. 
Ralph Geske.
A reception was given in the 
afternoon at the home of Mrs. 
E. Schmok, the youngsters’ grand­
mother. ,
A farewell party for* Rev. and 
Mrs. R. W. S. Brown will be held 
Monday evening beginning at 8 
p.m. at the Parish Hall of St. 
Michael and All Angels church.
The gathering is being sponsor­
ed by Okanagan Anglican Camp.
Mr. and Mrs. Brown are being 
moved from the parish of Woods- 
dale to Cranbrook. Before going 
to the Winfield-Oyama area a few 
years ago, Mr. Brown was assist- 
ant curate to Archdeacon D. S. 
Catchpole. He has been an OAC 
director for the past several 
years. •
Campers and friends of the 
Browns are invited to attend.
Rutland United Church Women’s 
Federation has elected officers 
for the coming year. They are: 
president, Mrs. Stanley Beard- 
more, vice-president, Mrs. F. L; 
Fitzpatrick; .secretary, Mrs., A 
Gdeen; and treasurer, Mrs. Rey­
nold Lentz
Pupils of St.' Joseph’s School 
won’t return to classes until Tues­
day.
Monday for Roman Catholics 
throughout the world is a Holy 
Day of Obligation. It is the Feast 
of the Epiphany, the anniversary 
of the day in which it is gener­
ally held that Three Wise Men, 
following Betheleham Star, reach­
ed the birthplace of the Christ 
Child.
Assisting Rev, Reigle of Evan­
gelical United Brethren 'church 
during the Christmas season was 
Connie Berger, who has since re­
turned to his studies at Hillcrest 
Bible Institute in Medicine Hat.
A number of children from Ev­
angelical United Brethren Sun­
day School will be promoted to 




Corner Stockwell and 
' Ethel Street
Pastor Rev. A. J. Sawatsky 
Phone 4063
SUNDAY, JAN. 5, 1958
9:45 a.m.—Sunday School
(English)




Theme — —............  (English)
FIRST U N ITED  
CHURCH
Rev. R. S. Leitch. B.A., B.D. 
Minister 
‘ Assistant
Rev. D. M. Perley, B.A., B.D.
Dr. Ivan Beadle, Mus.D. 
Organist and Choir Director







TO ONE AND ALL 
A HAPPY NEW YEAR
P EO PLE'S  M ISSION
1 Block South of P.O. 
Rev. R. M. Bourke.






"ES S EN T IA LS "
7:15 p.m.—
R E V . K . V .  H LAV IC
« SPEAKING AND SHOW­





•  COME —BRING YOUR 
FRIENDS TO THESE 
HELPFUL SERVICES.




v<Next to High School)
REV. E. MARTIN, Minister
SUNDAY, JAN. 5, 1958
9:45 a.m.—






ATTEND THE CHURCH 





QUEBEC (CP)—Quebec’s little 
Notre Dame des Victoires Church 
Sunday plays a part in a tradi­
tion more than 1,500 years old.
It is the blessing of gumdrop- 
slzed lo'ave^ of bread.
More than 200,000 of them—a 
flour, water and salt mixture 
baked by families of a waterfront 
parish in lowcrtown Quebec—are 
to be blessed and distributed.
Rev, Joseph Boutin, parish 
priest, celebrates the mass nnd 
distributes the loaves—n tradi­
tional ceremony on tho Roman 
Catholic feast day of St. Gene­
vieve, the patron saint of Pnris.
The ceremony grew from the 
legend that St. Genevieve's inter­
cession saved Parisians from 
starving when the city was be­
sieged by warring Franks in 451 
A.D.
When early French pioneers 
built the wntorfront church here 
they erected nn altar to St, Gen­
evieve nnd the tradition of bless­
ing the loaves have been carried 
on eneh year. 1 
The loaves are not eaten, but 
keot to bring good fortune.
A piece of bread In the purse j 
Lutheran lor wallet Is said to keep the 
E,'owner from going broke.
E V A N G E L
T A B E R N A C LE
1448 BERTRAM STREET
Pentecostal Assemblies of 
Canada
Pastor: Rev, W. C .Stevenson 






SUNDAY, JAN. 5, 1958 
9:45 a.m.—Church School 
11:00 a.m.—
.MORNING Family Worship 
“AM I MY BROTHER’S 
KEEPER?”
The Fellowship of the 
Lord’s Supper




How Christian Science Heals
‘‘YOU CAN RELY 
ON GOD
WITH CONFIDENCE’*
CKOV — 630 kc. Sunday, 
9:15 p.m.
S AIN T M IC H A EL 
and A L L  A N G E LS ' 
CHURCH
(ANGLICAN)
Corner Richter S t  and 
Sutherland Ave.
K Clergy:
VEN. D. S. CATCHPOLE 
'REV. CYRIL CLARKE
Services Broadcast nt 11 a.m. 
on 2nd and 5th Sundays
SUNDAY, JAN. 5, 1958




11:00 a.m.—(1st and 3rd Sun* 
days) Hoiy Communion 
(2nd, 4th and 5th Sundays) 
Morning Prayer





'R EM EM B ER  G O D "
•  LIVELY GOSPEL 
SINGING
•  SPECIAL MUSICAL 
NUMBERS 
•  CHOIR
A wnrm welcome awaits 
you nt the Tabernacle!
ST. AN D R EW 'S  
CHURCH
OKANAGAN MISSION 
SUNDAY, JAN. 5, 1958
Holy Communion
9 a.m.
MONDAY, JANUARY 6th 





S A LV A T IO N  A R M Y
1465 S t Paul St.








a ll  w elco m e•
Home League Meeting 
(for women) 
Tuesday — 2:00 p.m.
the Church’ s One Foundation ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON By Alfred J. Bueicher




r j 'r i .'.-r
«e*ua unkeii Ilia dUotplca, 
•Whom do men nny that I the 
Ion of man am?” They answered 
'l%at some said lie was John the
of the prophets,
“ But whom say ye tlmt I am?” 
asked Jesus. Peter said to lluu,
Petgr tor his answer, /saints, and of the hoiiKelt<ilt( nf 've akin ale lihndi'.d together.”
Paul'wrote to the ( Ephesian*,God.” V. ,
(th a t as III?  fo llo w e rs 'th e y  w e re ; Jesus C lu is t lllm s e lf Is the ) \ i
“ T hou  a rt the  C h ris t, the Son o f ln o  m ore  "s tia ilg e rs  a n il fo re ig n -je h ie f eon icrsU m e ,o f the e lm re li:
Baptist. Ellas, Jercmlai, or one! the living God,” and Christ blcstlcrs, but fellow citizens with thelof Gixl. Paul wiote, “ in Whom;
MtftooiiY VF.nsiv- 
Colos&lnm 1:18
ST. D A V ID 'S
P r e s b y t e r i a n  
c h u r c h
Pctidozl and Sutherland
"The Church Without Steps!"





T, Stodrlru t Cowart, D,A. ( 
lOlas.i
Organist
Mrs, Mfiry Abercrombie '
SUNDAY SCHOOL 
Seniors and Juniorfi—
• 9:45 a .m .-10:45 a.m. 
Primary and Nursery 
11:00 a.m, 
Huperintendent J, Gibb













Pastor: A. K, MEMPEL 
• Phono 6117
M ISSIO N R O A D  
U N IT ED  CHURCH
SUNDAY, JAN. 5, 1958
11:00 a.ifi.—
Morning Worship
Family Service, combined., 
with Sunday School
Members of the School will 
take part. Kindergarten class 
during Church hour at Mrs. 
Mnrsdcn’s 3035 Pcndozl St.




1 C le rg y :
Rev, J, P, Vogt, Chnlrmnn 
ncv. J'. A. Janzen.JCldcr 




11.00 a.m.—Worship Service 
tCermnnt
7:30 p ,m ,— WnglliO» S erv ice
CHRISTIAN 
SCIENCE S O C IE T Y
Corner Bernard and Bertram 
Street
This Society is a branch of The 
Mother Church, The First 
Church of Christ, Scientist, In 
Boston, Massachusetts,
SUNDAY, JAN. 5, J958
Morning Service H a.m, 
Lesson Sermon 
- “GOD”
Sunday School, 11 a.m.
Reading Room will be open on 
Wodnesdaya and Ssturdays 
tiH lalM pJB , ,
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE \
PROGRAM1
Every Sunday at 9:15 |i.tn. 
over CKOV, 9W ke.
t , , ,
!■
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In fVbmoriam
COIJLEY—In loving mcm- 
rry of my dear brother 
Roland, who was accident­
al!’/ hilled while serving , 
with the RCMP January 5, 
1337,
"Happy and smiling, 
always content,
Lovbd and respected ' 
wherever he went.
Always thoughtful, will- i 
ing and kind 
Those arc the memories 
our Roland left behind, 
lie bade no one a • last 
farewell,
Re did not say goodbye, 
He, was gone before we 
.even knew 
And only God knows 
why."
—Forever remembered and 

















Royal Canadian A ir Force 
Recruiting Officer 
at the Armouries, Kelowna 
' Every Tuesday Afternoon 
12 to 6 p.m. *
108, 111, 114,. 120, 123
Articles For Sale
ONE NEW MAN'S BICYCLE 
S45.00; one man’s second hand 
bicycle $10.00: one 22 repeater 
$18; one pair of skates, like 
new, size 9 $6.00; one pair bi­
noculars 25-50 $25.00 ; 2 boxes 
30-30 shells $3.00 box.' Call at 
1284 Ethel St, 108
HEATERS — SAWDUST BURN­
ER and coal burner, good con­




COUPLE WOULD LIKE OPPOR­
TUNITY to manage Motel or Auto 
Court. Apply Box 3238 Courier.
112
WE \VOULD LIKE TO TAKE 
this opportunity to expres; our 
heartfelt thanks and gratitude to 
all our dear friends who helped 
so much during our recent be­
reavement of Mrs. Pauline Neiscr 
who passed qway recently. A 
special thanks to Rev. Jones, to 
doctors and thq nurses and ^taft 
of the Kelowna General Hospital 
whose help and friendship was so 
sorely needed.




Radios, Televisions, Electric 




249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405
129
DRAPES EXPERTLY MADE -  
Free Estimates. Doris Guest. 
Phone 2481. V 131
For Rent
ESMOND LUMBER CO. LTD 
for all Building Suoplies. Special­
izing in Plywood. Contractors 
Enquiries Solicited. Phone or 
Wire Orders Colleet. 3600 E. 
Hastings St., Vancouver, B.C. 
GLenburn 1500. tf
BUYING LUMBER? BUY LOCAL 
for all your building needs. Lumb­
er, Sash, Plywood, Insulations, 
Cement, Bricks, Paints, Doors, 
Floorings. Buy Local — Buy at 
Wm. Haug and Son, 1335 Water 





ments, tub baths, heat, lights, 
telephone. TV and laundry facili­
ties available. Week or Month. 
Winter rates.
tt
Completely furnished three room 
duplex units by week or month. 








249 Bernard Ave. Phone 3405
, 129
DEALERS IN ALL TYPES OF 
used equipment; mill, mine and 
logging supplies; new and used 
wire rope; pipe and fittings, chain 
steel plate and shapes. Atlas Iron 
and Metals Ltd., 250 Prior St., 
Vancouver, B.C., Phone PAcific 
6357. TH-S-tf
THE BELVEDERE, 1489 ST. 
PAUL Street — Two bedroom 
suite, furnished or unfurnished, 
heated. Apply 564 Bernard Ave­
nue. Phone 2080. 110
ETHEL ST 1660 — HEATED, 
two room apartment, bed-sitting 
room, completely equipped kitch­
en, sober tenants. $40 month 
Phone 3670. 110
DRY BUSH WOOD, 2 CORD 
load $24: one cord $12.50. Im­
mediate delivery. Phone 2S21 or 
8815. 110
R O O M  A N D  B O AR D  B Y G EN E A H ER N
ktKtS AN W ?OTX\?- 
lOOOKS LETTS? TV.at 
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CRITICIZE M A R K ET  S YS TEM
Ontario Tobacco Growers Angered 
Over Slow Movement O f 1957 Crop
TILLSONBURG, Ont. (CP)— has staked $1,300,000 to build I ground that it would increase
DRY PEAR WOOD — CUT 18” 
for open fireplace. $14 cord on 
orchard. H. Taylor. Phone
6600. 112
GOOD FIR SAWDUST -  IM­
MEDIATE delivery. Phone 7587.
tl
DRY BUSH WOOD. DELIVER­
ED, $14 a cord. Phone 3257.
• 107
DRY SLAB AND BUSH WOOD 
for sale — Phone Ivan Spletzer at 
6367. 103
DRY FIR BUSH WOOD, ANY 
length, $14 cord delivered. Phone 
3850. I l l
Farm Produce
FURNISHED HOUSE, FOUR 
rooms, owner wishes to retain 
own bedroom, rent other three 
rooms to couple in exchange for- 
meals. Phone 3466. I ll
FAST REPAIR SERVICE 
on power mowers, tillers, power 
-chain saws—and all small power 
equipment. Maxson’s Sport and 
Service Centre, 235 Bernard Ave.
TH-S-tf
Lost and Found
WRIST WATCH — MAN’S WIT- 
TENAUER, automatic, lost De­
cember 23, vicinity Canadian 
Legion, "Frank Oliver,” en 
graved on back. Reward. Phone 
4487. 110
THE BELVEDERE, 1489 ST. 
Paul Street — Heated two bed­
room suite, partially furnished, 
if desired. Apply 564 Bernard 
Ave. Phone 2080. 112
IF YOU WANT FRESH EGGS 
Today’s Eggs Delivered Today
FRESH EGG HOUSE
895 Wardlaw Avenue
Free delivery every afternoon) 
except Sunday 
Phone 8720 or 4575
Pets and Supplies
MAGEE ROAD — REDECORAT­
ED four room furnished suite, 
heated, lights, gas and water 
included $50 month. Phone 3104.
I ll
UPSTAIRS FOUR-ROOM suite 
and bath, private entrance, wired 
for electric stove, one child only. 
Apply 992 Coronation Ave. 109
BUDGIE — BLUE WI 
wings. Answers to “Mickey,” 
disappeared New Year’s Day 
from Willow Lodge. Reward. 
Phone 3426. I l l
FOUND — LABRADOR . RE­
TRIEVER. black, New Year’s 
Eve, Owner may claim. Phone 
8767, 110
LEON AVENUE, 844—Furnished 
light housekeeping room, suit­
able two young women. Phone 
2463. I ll
THREE ROOM SUITE UN 
FURNISHED,, fully modern, new, 
private entrance, heated, bath. 
1380 Richter St. • 108
PUPPY, MIXED TERRIER and 
Cocker Spaniel,, fawn color, fe 
male, 3 months old, $8. Phone 
3818. 109
PUPPY — BRINDLE BOXER, 
registered stock. Phone 3125 or 
4258. I l l
Legal
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED 
home with garage, for four 
months while owner is out of 
town. Phone 7949. 112
Position Wanted
WARM FURNISHED SLEEPING 
room, Bernard Lodge, 911 Ber­
nard, phone 2215; tf
WOMAN SEEKS ANY KIND OF 
work and housework by hour. 
Call S 08-5549 or write Box 3244 
Courier. 112
Help Wanted
COUPLE, TWO SCHOOL-AGE 
daughters, need two bedroom 
unfurnished house, near school 
Phone 3965. 110
INTERESTING WORK
In a Newspaper Office
!
The Kelowpa Daily Courier has a 
position open Immediately for 
another young woman employee. 
Thts will be an interesting Job 
which will keep you constantly 
busy selling and servicing Classi­
fied Advertisers, meeting • the 
deadlines in "a daily newspaper, 
and General Office work relating 
to these advertisements. (Typing 
can be useful).
If you nrc a healihy young 
woman, (preferably 20 to 35 
years), n local resident with in­
itiative, a pleasant telephone 
voice and personality, an average 
education, legible handwriting 
nna good spelling ability, and de 
slrous of full time employment, 
we lire interested lit tnlkirjg with 
you.
For appointment Call Mias Riley 
MONDAY 10:30 a.m. until 12 Noon 
The Kelowna Dally Courier 
Telephone 1445
tf
SELF - CONTAINED APART­
MENT for 30 year old single man 
in return for employment on 
Saturdays. Phone 4523. 109
WANTED FOR KELOWNA Aren 
— Men to make Insurance and 
Credit Investigations on a part 
time fee basis, no selling. Reply 
Box 3243. Kelowna Pnlly Cpuricr.
Wanted To Rent
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AGNES POLLOCK McTAVISH, 
DECEASED
NOTICE is hereby given that 
creditors and others having 
claims ’ against the Estate of 
Agnes Pollock McTavish, De­
ceased, formerly of Kelowna 
B.C., who died on the 7th day of 
October, (1956, are hereby re 
quited to send them to the under 
signed Executor at 286 Bernard 
Avenue, Kelowna, B.C., before 
the 31st day of January, 1958 
after which date the Executor 
will distribute the said Estate 
among the parties entitled there 
to, having regard only to the 
claims of which he then has 
notice.
REGINALD GEORGE
Reginald George Rutherford, 
Executor





BOARD AND ROOM FOR TWO 
working men in private home, 
Phone 6500. I ll
Property For Sale
HOME WITH REVENUE, HALF 
acre lot, Suitable for retired 
couple or man with family. 
Phone 3104. tf
Cars And Trucks 
For Sale
1952 TWO TONE 2-DOOR FORD 
Deluxe, sharp looking, fine con­
dition, radio, heater, 4 new WW 
plus snow tires, $300 down, 
balance monthly to reliable 
party. Phono 4523, 109
1056 FORDOR FORD -  ALL 
safety (equipment including belts 
nnd padded dnsh. Low mileage, 
excellent condition. After fl p.m.
phone 3711. 100
1954 FORD SEDAN, RADIO" 
heater, scat1 covers, 30,000 miles, 
excellent condition, good tires 
Phone 7565., , 111
U .S .A . Accepts 
New  Standard 
For Obscenity
NEW YORK (AP) — The fed 
oral government has accepted a 
new legal standard for obscenity 
and agreed to let the Kinsey in­
stitute import some conccdedly 
pornographic pictures, books and 
other objects.
The decision was hailed here 
today by the law firm which rep­
resented the institute in a gov­
ernment law suit as \'n victory 
for the mind of man."
The government’s suit was di 
rcctcd against . Indiana Untvcr 
slty's Institute for Sex Rcscnroh 
Incorporated. The institute was 
founded by the Into Dr. Alfred 
C, Kinsey.
The now stnndArd held that the 
mntcrinl is not legnlly obscene 
beenuse it is unlikely to arouse 
the "prurient interest" of thos& 
who will sec it,
The official position previously 
had been (hat a thing is obscene 
In itself, no matter who is going 
to see or rend It.
The imports include photo 
grnphs, Chinese paintings, statu 
ettes, books nnd what were iden 





No white space. 
Minimum 10 words,
I Insertion ... per word 3*
8 consecutive
inserttona -----* per word 2'/J
0 consecutive inserttona 
or more J_____ per word 2f
Claaatfled Diaplay
Oiw tpsertlon .—.......— $1.12 inch
8 consecutive
Insertions . 1.03 Inch
, fl consecutive Insertions v , 
or mot* a.----------- - 03 Inch
Claaatfled Card*
3 count tinea dally «.fl 9.00 month 
Dally for B'months — fl.SO month 
Each additional line - 200 month
Olio Inch dally ----- ) 17.50 month
On# inch
8 Umca week —— 10.00 month
WATCH "CARS AND TRUCKS 
for aalo”—there nro some great 
bargains Hated every lsauo of the 
Courier. 32-tff
Auto Financing
CAR BUYERS! OUR FINANC­
ING Service at low cost will help 
you make a better deal, Ask us 
now before you buy, Cnrruthcrs 
nnd Moikle Ltd., 361 Bernard 
Ave., Kcloyrnn, B.C, ' 109
A t r ®  Ratos
will not bo Increased. Fruit 
Growers Mutual Insurance Co. 
Phono 4138. tf
Tiros And Accessories
HIGHEST PRICES PAID FOR 
retrendaldo tires. We will buy 
outright or innko you a liberal al­
lowance on new or used tiros 
Kelowna Motorrt Ltd, The Valley’s 




Police __   Dinl 3360
Hospital ........   Dial 4000
Fire Hall ----------   Dinl 115
Ambulance _____ ..... Dial 110
MEDICAL DIRECTORY 
SERVICE







News flash! Fashion reports 
point to the importance of the 
casual sheath with soft blousing 
above the waist. Choose a 
checked or paisley-printed cot­
ton, fluid crepe, or spring wool 
for this easy Printed Pattern.
Printed Pattern 9244: Misses’ 
Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16, 18. Sizes 16 
takes 3% yards 35-inch.
Printed, directions on each 
pattern part. Easier, accurate.
Send FORTY CENTS (40c) in 
coins- (stamps cannot be ac-
E X -C O N FID EN T IA L
(Contiuned from Page 1)
I turned around. She was on the 
heat and he had a gun to his 
terrmle. He shot himself. I drove 
I to the station and ran in.”
A police examination showed 
I bullet wounds in the woman’s 
neck and head. The man had a 
bullet wound in the temple. A 
bullet hole was found in the roof 
of the cab. A .32-calibre pistol 
| also was found.
Inside the waistband of the 
I man’s trousers, police said, was 
a commando-type knife with a 
I seven-inch blade.
Rushmore’s testimony was fea­
tu red  during the Hollywood crim­
inal libel trial qf Confidential last, 
year. He said he joined the mag­
azine in 1953 to expose commun­
ism but was assigned to do stor­
ies mostly involving the private 
lives of movie stars, and left the 
magazine after a dispute with 
publisher Robert Harrison over 
the type of material he was to 
| write.
Rushmore ha.d worked for the 
I New York Journal American for 
15 years as an anti-Red writer 
until he was fired in 1954 for 
economy reasons. Rushmore said 
he was discharged partly be­
cause he criticized Roy Cohn, 
then an aide to the late Senator 
| Joseph McCarthy.
McCarthy had praised Rush 
I more as “one of the most effect­
ive enemies of treason in Ameri 
can journalism” and had made 
him an investigator for his Sen­
ate investigating committee while 
the writer was on leave of ab­
sence from the newspaper.
The bale-auction method of to­
bacco selling, inaugurated with 
high hopes by the Ontario Flue- 
Cured Tobacco Marketing Board 
just last month, is coming under 
heavy fire from growers.
Disturbed and angered by the 
slow sale of the $70,000,000 1957 
crop, many of the 3,600 growers 
through the southwestern Ontario 
tobacco belt met in a series of 
meetings Friday night to argue 
the merits of the new system 
against the old method of selling 
a crop whole instead of piece­
meal.
At three stormy meetings,'the 
growers voted for a return to the 
old method; at anqthcr, equally 
stormy, the vote' was two to one 
for the new method. At a Monday 
meeting, 1,000 growers told the 
board they will return to the old 
system by Jan. 10 if the sales 
do not speed uo. - 
The marketing board, which
three new warehouses on the prices prohibitively and'w ould
bale-auction scheme, told grow 
ers Friday the slow sales wchf 
a concerted effort to wreck" the 
new system made by the buyers 
who had bitterly opposed it at 
hearings last month
The buyers opposed it on the buyer.
not allow them to sec what they 
were'buy ing.
Under the new system, bales 
arc graded and sold by grade- 
lots, rather than selling the whole 
crop of one man to a single
"Terrific" Expenses 
For Defence To Stay
OTTAWA (CP) — Canadians talked previously of savings in
Federation
PORT OF. SPAIN, Trinidad 
(AP)—The federation of the Brit­
ish West Indies came into 




OTTAWA (CP)—The Canadian 
government was urged tod§iy to 
take the lead in pressing for sus­
pension of nufclear weaoons tests.
Alex Macdonald (CCF,— Van­
couver Kirigsway) said in the 
Commons Canada, as a member 
of the United Nations disarma­
ment committee, is in a position 
to take such a lead.
A ban on any further nuclear 
testing might lead to further dis­
armament steps, he said.
Mr. Macdonald said scientific 
evidence shows' unquestionably 
that radiation in the earth’is at­
mosphere from nuclear tests has 
become a grave danger in man­
kind.
Now was the time to seek con 
trol o£^ atomic and hydrogen 
weapons. Only three countries— 
the United States) Russia and 
Britain — possessed them. But, 
eventually other countries would, 
too. It would be far more dif­
ficult then to control these weap­
ons.
Mr. Macdonald said Russia 
last summer offered to agree to 
a ban on further nuclear tests 
and also establishment of a 
check system to see that such a 
ban was carried out.
The Western natrons had re­
plied by offering instead a pack­
age deal that included a degree 
of disarmament on both sides 
and an inspection system that 
the Russians: refused to accept.
Mr. Macdonald said the West­
ern proposal was better than the 
Russian — it was more com­
prehensive. B u t  disarmament 
had to start somewhere. Even 
agreement on banning weapons 
tests would be a start.
need not look to any major cuts 
in defence spending in the "near 
future to ease their burden of 
financing f e d e r a l  government 
operations.
Defence M i n i s t e r  G. R. 
Pearkes Friday night termed the 
defence burden ‘‘terrific’’ but 
said any relief would have to 
await a comprehensive. East- 
West disarmament plan.
It would be foolish, he said in 
the Commons, for one country to 
start paring down defence spend* 
mg until there was such a dis­
armament pact. 1
Mr. Pearkes spoke at the close 
of a day’s sitting in which the 
cost of running the government 
was the main item of business
the defence department.
Mr. Knowles said Prime Min­
ister Dicfcnbakcr returned from 
the NATO meeting in Paris with 
the word that defence spending 
would be colossal and gigantic 
unless the disarmament deadlock 
was broken. Was Canada moving 
toward lower or higher defence 
spending?
Mr. Pearkes said he couldn’t 
discuss next year’s defence esti­
mates at this stage.
ONE-THIRD FOR DEFENCE
Up for Commons approyal was 
the 1957-58 defence budget of $1,- 
723,000,000 — nearly one-third of 
the government’s total outlay 
Debate on that continues today.
Earlier Friday n i g h t ,  after 
more than five hours of debate, 
the House voted the government 
$272,000,000 as an interim money 
supply to pay January bills pend 
ing final approval of the entire 
spending program.
Mr. Pearkes spoke in reply to 
Stanley , Knqwles, deputy CCF 
leader, who said the minister had
LO C A L
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na Courier Pattern Dept., 60 
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Delivery of patterns will take 
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The Caribbean : islands joining 
in the federation take a big step 
toward independence but London 
will continue to supervise the 
federation until it approves ef­
forts to establish effective self- 
government.
A federal legislature will be 
elected in March and set up a 
government in the temporary 
capital here.
The former colonics in the new 
federation are Trinidad, Jamaica 
Barbados and the Windward and 
Leeward Islands.
Flags waved in tropic breezes 
as political leaders from through­
out the islands awaited the arri­
val of Lord and Lady Hailes on 
a Roynl Navy ship {rom £arba- 
|dos. The 56-year-old baron, a for­
mer Conservative minister of 
works in the British government, 
arrived in Barbados Thurscay 
from TBrltnin.
Princess Margaret is to open the 




VANCOUVER (CP) — A lead 
that missing Nakusp hospital of­
ficial Willkam' Smith was in Van­
couver Friday has petered out, 
RCMP said Friday night.
Smith, administrator at Arrow 
Lakes General Hospital, i s 
wanted on a charge of false pre 
tences. He is alleged to have 
cashed about $700 worth of hos 
pital cheques. •
Police said he took a plane 
from Castlegar Monday and “he 
was in Portland a day or two 
ago.” After checking out the 
Vancouver lead, they said they 
were still “in the dark” on"his 
whereabouts.
U.S. police have been alerted 
to watch for Smith, who left a 
note for his wife nnd young son 
saying “I’m not coming back.”
Continued from Page 1
a mechanism in the nose cone 
that would open up when the 
rocket reached the zenith and 
started to turn earthward. The 
nose cone would have a camera 
and a parachute.
The camera would take a pic 
tnre and the nose cone with 
camera would come back to 
earth by parachute. The rest of 
the final rocket also would be 
retrieved because there would 
be a second parachute to bring 
it back to terra firma.
The boys also have rigged up 
calibrated height-finder that 
will give them the actual height 
of the rockets as long as they are 
visible.
KEYNOTE OF CAUTION
They have also worked out an 
automatic f i r i n g mechanism 
which they contend is foolproof 
and helps trademark the keynote 
of the whole operation — precau 
tion.
They believe every care is be 
ing taken to avoid mishaps that 
could main, or even kill.
B. A. Trump, father of Peter 
and whose basement is housing 
the potent mechanisms, bears 
this out. “I can vouch for the 
precautions the boys are taking,’ 
said he, “They are fully aware 
of the dangers involved.”
“After all,” he added meaning' 
fully, “this is our house, and 
have no intention seeing 
wrecked.”
His wife, and the'mother of one 
of the tyro technicians, Mrs 
Kathleet T r u m p ,  concurred 
wholeheartedly.
P&
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I'M** ' Anti-Missile Research Speeded 




Bnndiyi, Holiday* and 
Wednesdays 
8 p.m. t« 6:30 p.m. \
OBOYOOft CUSTOMS HOURS
Canadian nnd American 
Customs 
24-hour servlfo.
OTTAWA, Ont. (CP) — The De­
fence Research Board said in 
a review of 1957 activities that 
its scientists stepped up research 
Into defence against the intercon­
tinental ballistic missile.
WfESXMirh  | research progrnm Involved 
studies of n scnle model missile 
pnssing through a simulated a t 
mosphere, u p p\C r atmospheric 
physics, infra-red detection nnd 
guidance nnd new propellants for 
large rockets.
. These studies were conducted
Ri l l  K Y -K N IT  T W F F D  hn Close co-operntlon with Amerl- MULIN I INI’II I I VVLLL/ | cni{ nnc| British scientists, <*>»
. .  . . „  ... . „ .hoard said In a statement,
i F‘,s)1*on nc^ !  Knit a bulky I As uguni( the board gave few 
Jacket In tweed effect or soM details of its work, most of which 
color Large needles nnd worsted clnR!ic(1 „fl highly secret. The 
make tlu) inches grow, I _ .. few details that were given had 
SO’ieasy, you cam watch , TV previously'been made public, 
lie you knit. Pattern 673: d lrec-r 
tlons for sizes 12-14; 16-10 arc in- SASKATCHEWAN STUDY
wh p 0 rec- 
U
clu<>‘;(b I The board' and the United
Send THIRTY-FIVE CENTS In stnics Air Force is starting con 
coldsi i stamps cimnot be accept-Llructlon of „ inrgo radar instal 
?.1. , 10 LAURA jntton nqnr Ihrlnco Albert, Sask. 
WHEELER, Nccdlecraft Dept., it will he used to study the 
Kelowna Charter Pattern Dept,, L urorw borenlls nnd Its likely of- 
00 front St;, W, | 0ronto.,,ni.n*pcct® on detection of an Intcrcon 
plalnl£ . . r . ^ T !Ĉ ™ DEri’Idaentnl I illlnttc missile, 
your NAME and ADDRESS. Board scientists used a tele-
As a bonus,1 TWO comjilctc pat- vision-type transmitter to bounce 
terns nre printed right In our] radio signals off the moon. InT 
1957 Lnuru Wheeler Needlecrnft formution obtained provided datn 
Book. Dozens of other designs for the ballistic missile defence 
you’ll want to oruer-rensy fuscin- program, 
ntlngjiundwork (or yourself, i ,>ur The board snld military aclcn 
home, gifts, bazaar Items. Send title advances have been so rapid 




An exciting half-hour had a part 
ot North. Street in a tizzy yester­
day ds fire nearly destroyed one 
of the first homes Built in that 
area. ,
Prompt action of the Kelowna 
fire department, along with use 
of the booster pump on the truck 
to make up for the lack of pres­
sure in the city’s water system 
at the extreme south end, were 
credited with saving the small 
home of B. P. Hardcastle.
The 87-year-old man, who has 
been living on North Street for 
over 30 years, was out in the yard 
splitting wood when he noticed 
smoke coming out, of the house. 
He rushed to the next-door home 
of H; V. Acland, where Mrs. Ac- 
land called the fire department 
while her husband hooked up 
their garden hose to tackle the 
blaze.
USE GARDEN HOSES
Fire Chief Charles Pettman 
said the fire apparently started 
nearvthe chimney, shot up the old 
walls and partition and into the 
attic.
When firemen arrived in the one 
truck, two garden hoses were in 
use, but even with the valuable 
help of another closeby resident, 
A. E. Russell, who is a retired 
Winnipeg fireman, little headway, 
if any, was being made against 
the fire, according to Mr. Acland.
The city firemen chopped a 
gaping hole in the roof and soon 
had the blaze extinguishd.
An exhausted Mr. Hardcastle 
stayed overnight in a local hotel.
The fire caused damage esti­
mated between $300 and $500. 
The house was partially covered 
by insurance.
weapons in the “near future."
Consequently, board scientists 
also stepped up their efforts in 
the field of evaluating new weap­
ons systems. The board said: 
"The approaching need for in­
terlocking nqtl-bOmber nnd bal­
listic missile defence has neces­
sitated intensification of these al­
lied studies."’ ,
BUBS A PROBLEM 
The board also had under con' 
siderntloh the problem of missile 
armed, long-rnngc submarines.
"Because of the rnngcs now 
possible by g u i d e d  wenpons, | 
Cnnndinn and allied scientists 
are exploring practical methods 
of developing effective barriers to 
keep enemy submarines nnd sur­
face ships well beyond our coasts 
during wartime."
Other projects mentioned In 
the board's statement:
1. Tracking of Russia's Sput­
nik I nnd Sputplk, II.
2, Development qf a new rndnr 
navigational a i d  for nlrctnft 
knowif ns Dngmar.
3. Experiments in Halifax har­
bor with n new hydrofoil craft, 
the Brns d’Or.
4, The geophysical, geological
Kid climatological expedition to azen Lake on northern Elies 
mere Island.
M other Killed 
But Son Keeps 
Police Baffled
BAYONNE. N.J. (AP)-Pollcc 
say Robert Oaydos, 15, has al­
ternately denied, confessed, de­
nied and confessed again that he 
killed his mother.
The boy nnd his father both 
were held today ns police tried to 
unravel the slaying of Mrs. Mary 
Gaydos, 36.
Cnpt. James Whelan quoted 
Robert as saying in the latest 
confession Friday night that he 
strangled her during an argu­
ment over his dntlng a girl,
He wns charged with Juvenile 
delinquency, the only charge per­
missible because of his age,
5, Evaluation of. qi
vehicles by use' of s< ule models,
6. Scientific i i m I 
American scientists
book today! •da, must mc new defensive Churchill. Man,
firing of research roc kets at Fort
my tracked
t II II C 0 to 
conducting
Thieves S tu ff 
Victim  In Car 
T ru n k , Escape
TORONTO (CP)—John Szytul- 
skl, 26, told police he was held 
captive Friday night by two men 
who later stuffed - him in the 
trunk of his girl friend's car.
He said the men stole from the 
car a wrist watch, a 12-gauge 
shotgun, a pair of binoculars and 
two suits and two dresses . ,
Szytulski told police this ac­
count: He had borrowed hts girl 
friend’s car for a shopping er­
rand when two men flagged him 
down and asked for a push. One 
of the men produced n revolver 
nnd forced him to open the door, 
ordered him to drive a block 
away and searched .the car for 
money.
The men crammed him Into 
the trunk of the car, drove a 
short distance and parked. He 
fr'ii-d himself, found the keys on 
•ho front sent and called police.
STRATEGIC SPOT
The Azores occupy a strategic 
location In mid-Atlantic, 1,300 
miles from Newfoundland and 
800 miles from Portugal.
5 Y O U N G  LA D IE S  O R  
5 Y O U N G  M E N
TO TAKE A BUSINESS COURSE. Never In the 
history of British Columbia has there  been such n 
demand for" Bookkeepers and Stenographers at 
starting  salaries of $125, $150, and $175 per month. 
DAY ''L A SS starts on Mbnday a t 0 o'clock, Full 
Commercial course, Room for only 5 more students, 
Enroll Monday morning.
EVENING CLASS starts on Monday a t 7 p.m. Two 
evfcnings per week — Monday and Thursday from 
7 to 9 p.m. Fees only $10.00 per m onth. Learn Book­
keeping and Typing in 3 months.
TYPEWRITERS second-hand Portable $55,00. Now 
Portable $70.00, Why pay more.
H ER B ER T BUSINESS C O L L E G E
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JAN. IKS TOE DAILY COURIER
C O N T R A C T  B R ID G E
AIDS S ALK  IN  C AN C ER V AC C IN E SEARCH
By B. JAY BECKER 
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The bidding: *
North East South 




Elsie N. Ward, abbve, a re­
search associate in bacteriol­
ogy at the University of Pitts­
burgh, is associated with Dr. 
Jonas E. Salk in research aim­
ed at finding a preventive 
cancer vaccine. Dr. Salk re­
cently reported in Science 
magazine that a new test tube 
technique he discovered while 
working on the polio vaccine 
will help scientists work 100 
times faster in a key phase of
cancer and other vital re­
search. The technique deals 
with a revolutionary way of 
measuring cell-destroying ca­
pacity of serum involved in 
his research with 200 monkeys 
since June, 1956. It will en­
able inexperienced laboratory 
aides to do 100 times faster 
the kind of cell-watching that 
now requires hours of micro­











P a s s
Pass
of dia-
diamond was played 
from dummy, East played the 
six, and South the king. After 
two rounds of trumps, the A-K of 
spades were cashed and a spade 
ruffed. Dummy was then en 
tered with a diamond and the last 
spade was trumped.
South now exited with the nine 
of diamonds, hoping West would 
have to take the trick and be 
compelled to lead a club. The 
plan would have succeeded ex­
cept that West had been shrewd 
enough on the second diamond
play to dispose of his jack of dia­
monds.
As a result. East won the dia­
mond nine with the ten, returned 
a-Blub and South was defeated.
Declarer’s play was good, but 
not good enough. He had the 
right idea in stripping dummy of 
spades in order to throw the lead 
to West and thus avoid a club 
finesse.
The execution, though, was not 
as perfect as it might have been. 
South gave the. show away. His 
scheme of operation became an 
open book as soon as he started 
to ruff out dummy’s spade losers. 
He made it too easy for West to 
recognize that a throw-in play 
was coming. The result was that 
West avoided the endplay.
The plan to rely on the end- 
play rather than the straight club 
finesse was fine. But South 
should have carried out the plan 
without shouting it from the roof­
tops.
The . best play is to win the 
opening diamond lead with the 
king and promplty return a dia 
mond. West would have to be 
rather inspired to play his jack 
of diamonds at trick two. If he 
makes the mechanical play of 
the four of diamonds, he is a 
deceased pigeon.
The diamond play has to be 
made before West has any idea 
of what is happening. West can’t 
really know so early in the play 
that the critical point of the hand 
has been reached. But whether 
he knows or not, he should be put 
to the test as early as possible.
DAILY CROSSWORD
As we look back to what has | weekend duration for the troops, 
gone before we find the signs of Let’s get outdoors more.
growth are still with us. Several 
Wolf Cub Packs have been forced 
to split up and have formed two 
packs to handle the numbers. On 
top of this, one new group was 
formed. An enviable record for 
any Scouting District.'
Year 1957 has gone by the 
boards and the new year; of 1958 
is with us. Let us all, every Wolf 
Cub, Scout dnd Scouter set our 
aims now. Not too high, that what 
you set out to do will become a 
chore; but rather that you will 
enjoy what you have done during 
the year and when the next year- 
end comes you will look back 
with pride on your accomplish­
ment. Let’s make this our year 
of achievement
How about giving yourselves 
sqme New Year’s resolutions to 
aid in our aim for achievement? 
RESOLUTIONS
1. Each Tenderpad Wolf Cub to 
have his first star by the year 
end. '
2T Each First Star Cub to have 
gone on one more step, and so on 
up the line.
3. Each. Tenderpad Scout to 
have his second class by year 
end.
4. Each second class or first 
class Scout to be a pace further 
up the ladder, and aiming for 
Qucenscout.
5. Each Queenscout also 
have his bushman’s thong.
6. At least ten Scout an< 
leaders to have attendance at, 
next Gilwell 
Is the time
7. To have more c
8. How about Cub camps for 
the early summer season?
This is just a start. Your troop 
or pack could add dn to this list 
without too much effort. Let’s do 
it now.
TELLS A YARN 
In closing, a short yarn:
In ancient times, three men 
were crossing the desert one 
moonless night, when a voice 
came out of the blackness com­
manding them to halt and dis­
mount. When they had done so, 
the voice ordered them to fill 
their pockets with pebbles from 
the desert floor.
After they had filled them, the 
voice declared: “You have done 
as I commanded. Tomorrow you 
will be both glad and sorry 1’* 
And the men remounted, and rode 
on into the night until the first 
rays of dawn came out of the 
east.
.T h e n  they looked at their poclc- 
<els and found not pebbles bu t^ i. 
diamonds. And they were both 
glad and sorry. Glad they had 
taken some pebbles; sorry they 
had not taken more!
And so it will be with us at the 
end of 1958.
Good scouting and good cub­
bing.
to




Venezuela has four climatic 
zones — tropical, moderate, cool 
jipnd cold.
fe * V -H U G E  EXPORT
i’s oil exports reached 
juVglue of $2,200,000,000 in
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DAILY CRYPTOQUOTE -  Here’s how to work it;
A X Y D  L B A  A X R  
is L O N G  F E L L O Wt
One letter simply stands for another. In this sample A is used I 
for the three L’s, X for the two O’s, etc. Single letters, apostrophes, 
the length1 and formation of the words are all hints. Bach day the | 
code letters are different.
A CRYTOGRAM QUOTATION
P Q J  R C F F  Z L  W X Y X F W  X U
O Z B P Q  R Z B J P Q C F  P Q J W X L P —
K Z B F J X V  V J  .
Yesterday’s Crytoquote: WHEN FORTUNE SMILES, I SMILE I 
TO THINK HOW QUICKLY SHE WILL FROWN—SOUTHWELL.
Y O U R  HO RO SC O PE
e Stars
FOR TOMORROW
This day’s stellar influences 
especially favor those in creative 
work or In any line where imag­
ination and originality are re­
quired. All should profit in one 
way or another, however.
FOR THE BIRTHDAY 
If -tomorrow is your birthday, 
your horoscope indicates that, as 
of this month, your job and fi- 
nanclnl status should take a de­
finite uptrend. In this connec­
tion, good influences will prevail 
for at least six months, so use 
all of your innate resourceful­
ness—beginning now—and try to 
mpko the most of the fine in­
fluences governing this phase of 
your life.
Personal relationships' will play 
an important rple in your life 
between Juno nnd October and 
during this period, It Is quite pos' 
slblc that your Interests could bo 
ndvnnccd considerably through 
new and vnlunblc contacts. Try 
to broaden your horizons then, 
nnd make the most of opportunl 
ties to trnvcl and enlarge the cir: 
cle of your acquaintances. Avoid 
extravagance in November nnd 
December,
A child born on this tiny will be 
Imaginative nnd extremely prnc 
tlcal about putting unique ideas 
Into effect.
THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW
A good period for launching 
new enterprises, fob written mat­
ters nnd, for capitalizing on pro­
gressive Ideas, Trying your best, 
you can make .fine headway on 
Monday,
FOR THE BIRTHDAY
If Monday is your birthday, 
look for considerable Improve 
ment In most matters between 
now nnd June. Fine influences 
govern your material welfare nnd 
your best efforts, combined with 
sound judgment, should bolster 
your lob nnd financial prospects 
considerably.
Socially, you can gain In popu­
larity and win the friendship of 
Influential persona between Juno 
and October and, during the same 
period, the aspects will be fine 
for travel and romance, Domestic
Interests should prosper for most 
of the year, but bo alert to pos­
sible periods of stress in this con­
nection during February and Oc­
tober. You can avoid them by be­
ing open and above bonrd. Some 
times your tendency toward 
secretlveness misleads others 
nnd causes misunderstandings.
A child born on this day will be 




ANN ARBOR, Mich. (AP)—The 
University of Michigan has- 
announced it will start con­
struction in June on a rndlo tele­
scope thnt will trace the sun by 
day nnd receive signals from 
outer space by night.
The 100-foot high telescope will 
1h; built on a mountain 16 miles 
northwest of here.
Astronomy Professor Fred T, 
Hrtddock said the Instrument will 
have a "solid dish1' reflector 85 
feet In dlnmetcr. lie said it will 
be the second largest steernblo 
radio telescope In the world,
The largest Is 250 feet wide, 
located nt the University of Man­
chester In England,
France Seeks U .K . 
Crew's Discharge
PARIS (AP) — Frnncc has 
nsked its minister to Aibnnln to 
press the Communist Albnnlnn 
government' for the quick release 
of Ihe crew members of n British 
Skymnster nlnnc forced to land 
there New’Year’s Eve.
A spokesman for the foreign 
ministry said no further news 
had been received Concerning 
the condition pf the six' brew 
members, They last were re­
ported safe and well.
Frnncc Is handling British dip­
lomatic Interests there bbcauac 
Britain has > no diplomatic rela­
tions with Albania.
YOU SURE ' p y  I  SWEAR HE 
G fl/E  THAT S ^ l LOOKER AS 
MAYOR HATCH M SURPRISED L 
• WHAT-fOR, M  WHEN YOU 
JUUE—  r^ U C E D  INTO HIM 
AS A HUSBAND BNtXN*
. OUT HE’S THE FATHER
Cf T O F tE T S /^ j
I  IMAGINE 
THEY’RE TWO 
VOTES l  CAN
BOOWERANGED, THATS ^  
WHAT r r  DID—CAUGHT H  
DEAD CENTER, ANO 
S T ILL HURTS, SO




LET IT LEAK THAT 
LTHEY WERE GOING, 
TO GENOA,'
COULD ONE OP 
THEIR SUBS BE 
TR AC KIN G  
OURS?
THEN COULD THERE BE ANY 
I CONNECTION, BETWEEN THIS 
I AND THOSE SKIN DIVERS WE 
CAUGHT SNOOPING AROUND
BY JU PITER , I  MEAN
t o  f i n d  o u ti w ireless
OUR SUB CAPTAIN TO 
HAVE ALL BOTTOMS 
SEARCHED FOR ANY 
TRACKING DEVICE/.. 
AHD PUT INTELLIGENCE 
TO WORK ON THIS AT 
ONCE!
BRkSKJ THE TIMS 
MISSILE 15 APPR04CHlN«a 
BUT IT S  HEADED TOWARD 
U S - NOT TOWARD THAT 
SfVtCE-SHlP YONDER*
5 ^ 5
IT  WONT HIT US/ 
WC ARE PROTECTED 
















WELL. YOU RE ^  
OLDER THAN ‘




THATS A  GOOD QUESTION- 
■ IF YOU EVER FIND O U T, 




GOSH, TH’ TOUGH, 
LUCK I  HAVE.
c
?
**>-.“ VI' ■ ■ '
,i •*, Vkis'>i2» * -v 
. , . ■
TH’ VERY DAY WE G ETA  , 
GOOD SNOW, I  SPR A IN  
M Y GOOD OL* THROWIN'/ 
A R M / '
CHA 5. 
• K U H N







Vsw  J ^ 6
M
MORTY, LOOKS UKB 














i ,  MR, QUINCEV HAD A BAD PALM 
E'D BETTER CALL. A DOCTOR!
ROY, FUZZ BALDWIN 
THREATENED t o  K ILL 
MB IF X TALKED, C'JT 
L IS T6N --.
OUR PATIENT MUST DC FEELING 
B E rre R — D ip  x h e a r  h im
\
GRANDMA.., JUNIOR 
AND r ARK BACK 
FROM OUR WALK.
l!
JUNIOR HAD A 
6U0HT ACODOK 
TRYING TO CHACO 
A CATCVBR MY
FENCE.., t~ 4  OOOQUtBB, 
'  /  I  HOPB HE 
WAONTMURT,
•■r
NO , H a s O K I H  
B u r r  CANT BAY THE 
SAMS ABOUT THAT 





T O E  D A I L Y  C O U B I E *  1 A  
S A T . ,  I A N ,  4 , I K S
The beginning of British Columbia's most exciting year! It will be a year of pageants and plays, 
L a year of travelling and touring, a year, of things to see and things to do! This is Centennial year 
-  make your plans now to see the special events and celebration projects created to give you and 
your family sights and scenes that will live in your memory for years to come!
SEE B.C. IN CENTENNIAL. YEAR. - THERE’S  NO OTHER PLACE
o n  earth  a s  exciting  i From the Cariboo to the border, from the 
Kootenays to the coast, all British Columbia joins the year-long celebra­
tion that marks our 100th anniversary! It will be the biggest birthday 
party ever -  and fairs and festivities, special events and programmes in 
hundreds of cities and towns have been planned for you to see, to enjoy, 
to share, and to be remembered for a long, long time!
THIS IS YOUR YEAR TO SEE B.C. - TO VISIT PLACES AND 
PEOPLE ALL OVER the pr o v in c e ! Tour the hustling, bustling 
Lower Mainland and marvel at the industrial growth, at the giant devel­
opments, at the commerce that flows through Canada's Pacific gateway 
to all comers of the world! And for pure.pleasure, for fun for the 
family, pageants and plays, spectacles and special events have been 
scheduled to take place all over B. C.!
Where in the world is so much to he seen as in B.C. during this Centennial year?
SEE THE ROYAL CANADIAN MOUNTED POLICE
in their famous musical ride — just as it was performed in 
the capitals of Europe and in major cities in Canada arid 
the tfnited States. I t  will be performed for your pleasure 
in a dozen cities in B.C.!
SEE THE B.C. INTERNATIONAL TRADE PAIR -  a huge 
show of fashions, sports cars, commerce, industry, trans­
portation -  all on parade for you!
SEE THE CENTENNIAL 8 0 0 ,0 0 0  OOLP TOURNAMENT
-  attracting the greatest golfers in North America for top 
money p rim .
* * ' s > *
SEE THE VICTORIA TO BARKERVILLE STAGE COACH
RUN re-enacting the color and spectacle of the early days 
of our Province! See winter sports meets, and parliamentary 
pageantry. See the famous Kelowna Begatta. See the 
crowning'of the Peach Queen in Penticton!
SEE THE VANCOUVER FESTIVAL OP THE ARTS
-  three weeks of the world’s finest music, the greatest 
musicians, as well as art exhibits, and the best motion 
pictures from Hollywood, London, Paris, B orne- the ftim 
capitals of the world competing for top honours!
A * ***,
V<W/
SEE THE PORT LANOLBV DEDICATION -  i t’s the birth- SEE THE INTERNATIONAL NAVAL !
place of B.C.’s mainland, and has been restored to its assembly of fighting ships ever gathered, 
original state. You must take in this historic site! Warships from 15 nations passing in .ff i^
■ ' ' . . . ‘ ■ •*
And these, are only a handful of the sights and special events planned
' I.'.’® ,
your pleasure in Centennial year! Every where you go in B.C. this year,
' ' ' . -It*
will be greeted by a Centennial project or performance. Among them a«
* ' 1 ■'1
■ k The British Columbia Play, specia lly  written by Canada's own Lister Slnolalr ★  The Canadian Natit
. 11 ' 0  I , 1
Railway M useum Train ★  British Columbia Hlstorlo Caravan *  The B.C. Sportsm an Show  ★  Mart Kenny'S^'
■, ' . . ■' . 1 , ’ ■ ♦ 7
Orohostra *  The fam ous perform ances at the Theatre Under the Stars *  A bigger and better PNB t>
' . % 1 ' '■ ' , ' ' ■ \¥\» 1 ■ . i
The 8kl Cham pionships at the kimbferloy 8nodMPIesta *  The Maodontald B onsplell -
Every sport awaits your pleasure in B.C. this year! As you tour the province, see 
big-league baseball, big-timo football, Snow Fiestas and Bonspiels, bowling and 
boxing, cricket and polo. See and enjoy the Little League Babe Ruth World Series, 
tlitrtbrilling hockey games. Golf courses await your arrival and tennis clubs are 
planning tournaments. Whatever your sport; whether you like to watch or like to 
play, you can enjoy it in Centennial Year! % , .1 *"■ *
M sks this yoar*s family holiday ths boot s v sr  • a s s  B.C. at It's Centennial boot! 
Travel by oar, fralii, b u s, or p lans — And start your planning now. Stay at road-aids  
m otels, oablna-ln-tho-w oods, o r  b ig  oily h otels  — all aro ready to m ake  
your stay com fortable and w otoopie. ITs fcolng to b o  the b ig g est year In 
British Colum bia's history — h avs th s lim p of your Ilfs In hslplng to o s lsb r s ts  Itl
BRITISH COLUMBIA CBNTffNIflAL. COMMITTBB
t'ffl
BRITISH COLUMBIA GOV’T. TRAVEL BUREAU VICTORIA,*
SEND. ME THE FREE KIT THAT CONTAINS EVERYTHIN© ON THE 1006 CENTENNIAL I 
INCLUDING THINQO TO  SEE. PLAC ES TO STAY, AS W E LL AO THE N EW EST B.C.'
NAME
0  , ^
ADDRESS......... .
' ' , ■ it ' ■ ' <«' * ,
.C ITY o n  TO W N. 
mmmmtk
• * -V • t
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